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SECTION 1
A PLAN FOR SOUTH WOODHAM FERRERS
1.1 Introduction
South Woodham Ferrers is a uniquely planned town, built in a countryside setting on the River Crouch. This
draft plan sets out a vision for the future of the town and proposals to help secure improvements to the
town, around a revitalised town centre.
It is a community-led plan, developed through consultation with all those with an interest in the future of
South Woodham Ferrers.
1.2 Scope of the plan
The plan covers the urban area of South Woodham Ferrers, encompassing the town centre, railway station,
industrial zones and all housing areas, plus the country park and riverside. (See figure 2)
1.3 The purpose of the plan
Focussing on themes of town centre regeneration, managing housing development, car parking, leisure and
recreation provision, transport, riverside and country park, this plan sets out guidance, proposes
improvements and seeks to coordinate actions by public and private interests.
It will help to give effect to Borough planning policies to help ensure that future change benefits the town as a
whole and enhances the qualities most valued by the local community. Action will be led by the local
community and partner organisations.
1.4 Policy context
This plan supports emerging policy in Chelmsford Borough Council’s Local Development Framework (LDF) –
the policies to steer the borough’s economic growth, environmental stewardship and social structure.
Some of the core policies relate specifically or generally to South Woodham Ferrers, and these are referred
to in Section 3 and are listed in Appendix 1 with the impact they have for this plan.
South Woodham Ferrers and Chelmsford are the two main urban areas in the borough. The Spatial Strategy
for delivering new communities is based on optimising the re-use of previously–developed land and buildings
within existing built-up areas.
The Core Strategy states:
“The Borough Council believes that there should not be any major developments within or around South
Woodham Ferrers … This recognises the major environmental and planning policy constraints which exist on
much of the land adjoining the town, including the existing approved Metropolitan Green Belt and Coastal
Protection Belt and land covered by national and international nature conservation designations.” (para 2.61)
“The key focus for change within South Woodham Ferrers up to 2021 will therefore be on securing
improvements to the town by the redevelopment of a small number of ‘brownfield’ sites to provide additional
housing, retail and business opportunities, and by securing environmental improvements to important public
areas. To this end, the Borough Council is working in partnership with the South Woodham Ferrers
Development and Regeneration Steering Group to prepare a Planning Document to guide these regeneration
initiatives.” (para 2.62)
The Site Allocations Document of the LDF will define policy areas and allocate land for development. This will
give more formal status to policy areas suggested in this document.
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1.5 A community-led plan
Involvement of the local community has been essential in producing a plan, for the following reasons:
• The plan is centred on the concerns and aspirations of the people who live and those who work in South
Woodham Ferrers, and the people who visit the town and its surrounding countryside.
• It enables local people to engage creatively with setting local policy and guidance.
• Community involvement is key to gaining Town and Borough Council approval of the plan as part of the
new planning framework across the Borough.
Development of the plan has been led by a specially convened steering group of South Woodham Ferrers
Town Council, with membership extended beyond town councillors to local business, health, religious and
wildlife representatives. The steering group has been supported by Chelmsford Borough Council town
planning staff to help produce the plan, with the input of the Rural Community Council for Essex to facilitate
public exhibitions and workshops.
Public consultation on the issues and objectives for the plan was carried out in Spring 2006 and Summer 2007
to help order priorities and shape proposals.
1.6 A sustainable plan
This plan aims to meet the principles of sustainable development, so that economic growth can be achieved
alongside social inclusiveness and environmental responsibility. An independent sustainability appraisal has
been carried out on the plan to ensure it meets the Government’s sustainability objectives at each stage of its
preparation.

Definitions
‘brownfield’ sites

previously developed land, usually located within an urban area
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1.7 The town in context
Figure 1 – South Woodham Ferrers context

South Woodham Ferrers (figure 1) is situated in central Essex 13 miles from the county town of Chelmsford,
14 miles from Basildon and 10 miles from Maldon. Its southern boundary is defined by the River Crouch, and
the town is surrounded by countryside on its other three sides. 40 miles east of London, a railway branch line
serves the town with a journey time to London Liverpool Street of around 50 minutes, with easy access to
wider rail links at Shenfield and Stratford. Strategic road access is also strong, with the A12 and A13 within
easy reach.
History and landscape
•
•
•
•
•
•

South Woodham Ferrers used to have extensive woodland, as suggested in the Domesday Book.
The River Crouch was an important transport route as far back as 400 years ago.
In the Iron Age settlers were attracted here by the river, which was rich for fishing, hunting and salt. Sea
salt was a highly valued commodity.
By the 15th century, a wooden bridge had been built across to Hullbridge, destroyed in the Civil War
around 1645.
The marshes were drained some 300 years ago and a sea wall was built by the Dutch, transforming tidal
creeks into the grazing marshes that exist today.
The grazing marshes and fields of the Country Park are now the largest part of the Special Protection
Area, Ramsar Site and Site of Special Scientific Interest and are of great importance.

Definitions
Ramsar
Treaty

intergovernmental treaty which provides the framework for national action and
international cooperation for conservation & wise use of wetlands
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1.8 The shape of South Woodham Ferrers
South Woodham Ferrers was initially defined by its plotland origins. Areas of land were parcelled up for sale
following the opening of the railway in 1889 and the collapse of the farming industry. Before the first World
War there were several shops, a hotel, post-office, two churches and a great variety of houses. However,
most residential plots remained unsold or undeveloped.
South Woodham Ferrers is a uniquely planned town, originating from an Essex County Council concept for
400 hectares of land acquired around the hamlet of South Woodham Ferrers. The original vision was for a
new riverside country town inspired by the distinctive historic urban and village environments in Essex.
The town masterplan was approved in 1974. Having assembled the land, the County Council designed and
built the main roads and sewers, and divided the land into development sites.
At the same time, the County Council produced the Essex Design Guide (1973), and this influenced the
design of schemes on the different parcels of land. The new development incorporated the older housing
development around Hullbridge Road, Clements Green Lane and the railway station.
The need to maximise the actual area of building land for private houses had a strong influence on the town’s
layout and composition. On three sides of the town, housing allocation was taken to the physical limits of
developable land, taking into account drainage and flooding issues. As a result, there is a lower proportion of
employment land and public open space in relation to housing land than might be expected within a town of
this size.
Concerned that indiscriminate changes and alterations to individual properties could destroy the special
design features, Essex County Council placed restrictions on its land sales, imposing controls on what
alterations subsequent owners could make to their properties. These restrictive covenants are entirely
separate from planning control and relate to only those parts constituting the ‘new town’ (roughly 75% of the
town, primarily the housing estates built post 1975). The covenants have established general awareness of the
sense of place and have ensured high quality has been maintained.
Asda has been involved with South Woodham Ferrers since coming forward as a key development partner in
the establishment of the town centre. The town centre was visited by H.M. Queen Elizabeth II in 1981 hence
the name of Queen Elizabeth Square. Asda’s stake in the town centre is two-fold – as a landowner and as the
principal retailer.
1.9 The unique character of South Woodham Ferrers
The South Woodham Ferrers project became the first large-scale application of the urban design principles
promoted by the Essex Design Guide. The private sector delivery and the resulting character of the town’s
built environment as well as the relatively small size of the town set it apart from earlier new towns.
South Woodham Ferrers occupies a special place in the history of planning in the UK. Its special character and
the development method attracted widespread attention from the development industry and academic
interests from this country and abroad during its growth. It remains a model of visionary planning.
This unique character is valued by the town’s residents, who during the public consultation praised the small
and friendly nature of the town, its location and access, and safety.
“I like the town because it is peaceful, pretty, and quite well planned”
Resident, public consultation 2006
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1.10 Marsh Farm Country Park
Marsh Farm Country Park is an extensive rural area surrounding three sides of the town including the
Washlands. It covers an area of 260 ha of which 180 ha is farmed (fenced-off) and is managed as a traditional
grazing marsh. The rest is open to public access. This countryside setting is one of the most highly valued
aspects of the town. It is a nature reserve as well as a working farm and offers recreation. The country park is
a key asset for the town and has opportunities for enhanced access and enjoyment. ‘Country Park’ means the
wider countryside area containing agricultural land, public footpaths and extensive coast.
Figure 2
Scope of the plan for South Woodham Ferrers also showing Marsh Farm Country Park
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1.11 The river, marshes and flood risk
South Woodham Ferrers is defined in part by its relationship to the River Crouch. Prior to the railway, sailing
barges were the best means of bulk transport including providing much of the material for the construction of
the new line. The town’s river frontage and the two creeks are the farthest inland stretches of tidal water in
Essex (with the exception of Battlesbridge). Fenn Creek is navigable for Thames sailing barges up to Galadriel
Spring. The majority of the town lies within Flood Zone 1, protected by defences, with parts in Flood Zones
2 and 3. Any development proposals in Flood Zones 2 and 3 have to comply with the sequential test as set
out in PPS25. Flood risk mitigation measures will be required to ensure development remains safe. The
Environment Agency is the source of advice and direction on flood risk and their comments have been taken
into account in the plan. One of the Agency’s strategic flood management objectives through the Roach and
Crouch Estuary Management Plan is to enhance saltmarsh regeneration through managed realignment or
other soft defence measures.
1.12 Geography and catchment population
South Woodham Ferrers attracts people from outside the town for shopping, secondary education, rail travel
and healthcare. The catchment population beyond the town itself is limited by the River Crouch. Outside
shoppers come mainly from Burnham-on-Crouch and villages in the Dengie peninsula. Rayleigh and Hockley
are physically close but residents have a long journey to get around the river. The town does not draw much
on the large population in the Southend, Basildon and Wickford areas.
South Woodham Ferrers residents themselves look to Wickford, Chelmsford, Basildon and Southend for
shopping, and Basildon Festival Leisure Park and Chelmsford for leisure and cinema.
1.13 South Woodham Ferrers population
Understanding the current role and economic prospects of the town centre requires consideration of the
population of the town.
The population of the original village in 1971 was 4,500 and increased substantially in the following two
decades with the building of the town. At the 2001 Census the population was 16,636. Based on trends for
Chelmsford Borough, population for mid-2005 is estimated at 16,858. Essex County Council’s original aim was
a small country town of 18,000 population. Growth is predicted to slow further over the next few years to
just 0.8% per year, bringing the population to around 17,000 by 2010.
South Woodham Ferrers has a younger age profile than average for the Borough. Although there is a lower
than average ratio of jobs to residents, the population is relatively prosperous with low levels of deprivation
and unemployment, indicating the level of out-commuting that takes place. The workforce of South Woodham
Ferrers is slightly older than for Chelmsford Borough.
The town has a low proportion of economically active people who live and work in the town (30.4%). For
comparison purposes, the borough’s economically active residents who live and work within the borough is
58.9%. Over 20% of the town’s residents (1,898) commute to London to work and 11.6% to Basildon (1,042).
(See South Woodham Ferrers Statistical Profile for further information).
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Asda explained
Asda-Walmart is the landowner of the store and other parts of the centre.
Asda Stores Limited operates the store - referred to as Asda in the remainder of the plan.
Asda-Walmart leases its shop units to tenants. The leases incorporate limited restrictive covenants including the sale of
alcoholic drinks.
Asda Stores Ltd seeks to optimise trade in a culture of competition. Asda Walmart as landowner seeks to encourage
viable shops to secure a rental income and for longer term rental growth.
Asda Stores Ltd does have a dedicated community advisor and actively instigates and supports community arts and
fund-raising events, and other town centre initiatives.
There is a perception that a greater sensitivity to neighbour businesses and active partnership within the town centre
economy by Asda would strengthen the confidence and diversity of businesses in the community.

1.14 Land ownership in the town centre (figure 3)
Land ownership is the most fundamental matter affecting prospects for future development and improvement.
Essex County Council owned the majority of land until 2001 when it sold the freehold to Asda-Walmart, who
at that time sold a parcel of land and property to SW Investments. Asda-Walmart owns the core of the town
centre giving it control over car park areas, some public spaces and the letting of business premises including
about a third of all town centre shops. SW Investments own the freehold of much of the centre including
other shops and Market Square. Both have control over public squares, non-adopted drainage systems and
service yards along with some of the long leaseholders. William de Ferrers School (as a foundation school)
owns the northern area occupied by the school, library and public facilities. These freehold owners are the
key stakeholders with an investment and responsibility for the success of the town centre.
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Figure 3 – Town centre land ownership
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SECTION 2
THEMES, VISION AND OBJECTIVES
2.1 Themes and public response
The steering group identified eight broad themes for the plan: Riverside; Marsh Farm Country Park; town
centre; transport; car parking; health facilities and social care; leisure and youth facilities; town-wide needs.
These were developed into nine objectives for respondents to prioritise during public engagement in Spring
2006 (see Report on public consultation findings September 2006). The results showed particularly strong support
for revitalising the town centre, and an equally strong negative feeling about future housing development.
Strong support was shown for improvement in parking, but with less agreement about how this might be
achieved. Similarly, there was strong support for improvements to public transport and alternative modes of
getting around. Support was recorded for improved access to emergency health treatment facilities, and a
need for social and entertainment facilities other than sports facilities was indicated.
Key ‘likes’ included the town being small and friendly, its location and access, and safety. Key dislikes included
litter, vandalism and graffiti, the perceived dominance of ASDA, and a lack of number and variety of shops.
Ideas for improving the town focussed on town centre improvements.
The prioritised order of objectives emerging from public discussion are set out below. The challenges shown
are complex issues where it is acknowledged joint effort will be needed to bring about change.
Objectives

Challenges

Regenerate the town
centre

The changing economic role of the town centre
Land ownership and control over public space
New investment in retail premises
Strengthening the evening economy
Raising the image of the town centre

Control future housing
development

Control of inappropriate housing development
Appropriate density and design criteria
Achieving transport and open space improvements with development

Address parking issues

Number and location of parking spaces meeting parking needs
Reducing car use for some trips

Improve health facilities

Access to emergency treatment and specialist facilities
Integration of medical and leisure facilities

Improve youth facilities

Promoting use of facilities for mid to late teens

Improve transport
infrastructure

Public transport provision
Enhancement of roads and junctions
Management of traffic flows
Footpath conditions

Improve leisure facilities

Under-supply of recreation space in relation to population
Perceived expense of hiring indoor and outdoor facilities
More recreational use of parks and green space
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Improve access and use of
riverside facilities

Difficult road access via Marsh Farm Road
Bus link to riverside area, quality of public car park and waterfront
Access to sea wall for mobility impaired / pushchairs

Revitalise Marsh Farm
Country Park

Confusion over the farm trail attraction, and wider country park area
Walking freedom and enjoyment of the countryside

2.2 Vision
Assessing these challenges, alongside the detailed comments received through consultation, has led to a vision
focussing the aspirations of the town.
The vision for the town for the next 15 years is to return South Woodham Ferrers to the original concept of
the new town development when it was started in the early 1970s. That concept was for a riverside country
town with a strong community spirit. While much of this already exists, many South Woodham Ferrers
residents leave the town to go work, leaving a riverside ‘dormitory’ town. Large residential areas are a
defining feature of the town, and the plan’s aim is to improve the town’s infrastructure, environment and
facilities to meet the needs of the present and future residents. A sympathetic and integrated approach can
make South Woodham Ferrers a town we can all be proud of.
The vision for South Woodham Ferrers is therefore:
A town where development is in keeping with its surroundings and where there are
open spaces and leisure facilities for all age groups.
A town centre where residents and visitors want to shop
and spend their leisure time in a safe and pleasing environment at any time.
A town where there is an affordable, integrated transport system both within the town and
with convenient connections further afield.
2.3 Proposals and implementation
Some of the issues can be addressed through planning policy and guidance while other objectives can only be
delivered outside of the planning system. The table below sets out the different types of proposal relating to
planning and built environment action which are recommended in this plan.
Type of proposal

Potential partners

Covering

Development promotion

Local planning authority
Land owners

Location of development

Development guidance

Anyone seeking planning
permission

Siting, scale and appearance of
development

Improvement projects

Land owners and funders
Implementation agencies

Environmental improvement
Public space coordination.

Property improvement
guidance

All property owners carrying out
small changes

All small scale work on individual
properties

There are also many important community interests where there is a desire for change, but which do not
directly relate to the physical environment. These are covered in the Topic Papers attached to this document.
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SECTION 3
PLANNING POLICY AREAS
The plan (Figure 4) shows the proposed areas within South Woodham Ferrers that have been identified as
future planning policy designations. This will form the planning policy context for future change. These have
been included for consideration in the forthcoming Site Allocations Document (as part of the borough-wide
Local Development Framework). Links to Core Strategy and Development Control Policies are referenced in
Appendix 1.
3.1 Town centre
Link to Core Strategy and Development Control Policies Development Plan Document:
Policy CP25 supporting South Woodham Ferrers Town Centre and Policies DC59 and DC60 covering defined shopping
frontages in the town centre . (See figure 5b)
The location of the town centre was set at the master planning stage in the 1970’s and was determined by the
intersection of Ferrers Road and Inchbonnie Road. It is off-centre at the east side of the town with largely
open space on the north and east sides. It is an island centre with roads passing around rather than through
the centre and without much street frontage to the main roads.
The town centre contains the Asda superstore, shops, a market, surgeries, offices, Holy Trinity Shared
Church and the library. To the north a large area is occupied by William de Ferrers School, the South
Woodham Ferrers Leisure Centre and two primary schools. On Ferrers Road there is a sizeable area
occupied by police, fire and ambulance services. To the east is the town park, Compass Gardens, with direct
access to the country park. About half of the land in the town centre area is devoted to car parking.
Figure 4 shows the proposed boundary for the town centre. Section 4 provides further information on the
town centre and its purpose and Figure 5b shows in more detail the proposed shopping frontages.
3.2 Principal Neighbourhood Centre
Link to Core Strategy and Development Control Policies Development Plan Document:
Policy CP25 supporting Neighbourhood Centres and Policy DC60 covering defined shopping frontages in the principal
neighbourhood centre.
While the town centre is the focus for shopping, education, leisure and health, Hullbridge Road, Warwick
Parade and the old village centre is an equally important focus for rail transport and community activity. It has
less commercial floorspace than the planned centre but contains a healthy diversity of activity with busy shops,
transport, industry, small business and several meeting places interweaved with residential. This area is named
‘the village’ in this document.
Figure 4 shows the proposed boundary for the neighbourhood centre. Section 4 provides further information
on the village centre and Figure 6 shows in more detail the boundary and the proposed secondary shopping
frontages.
3.3 Employment policy areas
Link to Core Strategy and Development Control Policies Development Plan Document:
Policy CP22 securing economic growth, DC50 promotion of employment clusters, DC51 location of business
development at employment areas and DC52 industrial and warehouse development at employment areas.
The industrial areas in the town are
• Saltcoats Industrial Estate, located south of the railway line, opposite Saltcoats Park;
• Eastern Industrial Estate, located north of the railway, opposite the Garden of Remembrance. The
employment policy area includes Blackall Industrial Estate, between Hamberts Road and Burnham Road.
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•

Western Industrial Estate, on Haltwhistle Road off Ferrers Road. The employment policy area
includes Woodham Halt opposite the railway station.

3.4 Natural and built heritage designations
Link to Core Strategy and Development Control Policies Development Plan Document:
Policy CP9 protecting areas of natural and built heritage importance and DC19 Scheduled Ancient Monument.
Much of the grazing marshes of Marsh Farm Country Park are designated a Special Protection Area and a
Ramsar site which are internationally important for waterfowl and other species. The inter-tidal habitat (i.e.
areas between low and high water) is part of the Essex Estuaries Special Area of Conservation (the marine
park equivalent of a National Park). It is a Site of Special Scientific Interest due to its expanse of salt marsh
and grazing marsh habitats, its geological formation and floral species. One of the borough’s few Scheduled
Ancient Monuments, the remains of a medieval saltern used for salt collection, exists within the Country Park.
These designations show the significance for the habitat, wildlife and historic environment of this area.
More detail is included in Chelmsford Borough Council’s Historic Environment Characterisation Report.
3.5 Coastal Protection Belt and Green Belt
Link to Core Strategy and Development Control Policies Development Plan Document:
Policy CP9 protecting areas of natural and built heritage importance and DC10 Coastal Protection Belt.
The boundaries to the east, south and west are included in the Coastal Protection Belt, a countywide
designation where there are stringent restrictions on development with the purpose of seeking to protect the
coast as a special resource in its own right. The land to the west of the town is Metropolitan Green Belt.
See Appendix 1 for further relevant information on planning policy background.
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Figure 4 Existing and proposed planning policy areas
Notation

1997 Chelmsford Borough Local Plan
Policy areas : unchanged

Urban area boundary

1

9

B

Employment policy area
Metropolitan green belt
Coastal protection belt

2
3

A
8
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Proposed Policy areas to be reflected in the
Chelmsford Borough Local Development
Framework (Site Allocations Document)

7

A

Town centre
(retail frontages shown figure 5a and 5b)

B

Principal Neighbourhood Centre
(retail frontages shown in figure 6)

Recent and potential development sites

5

(see also Figure 7)

6
4

Part of rail station environment
Verges of Baron Road/Inchbonnie Road
Knight Street
Car park of The Curlew pub
The Withywindle, Celeborn Street
Land south of Gimli Watch
Land adjacent Salvation Army site,
Hullbridge Road
8 Emergency Services land, town centre
(subject to relocation)
9 Land south of railway line
10 Womens institute Hall, 109 Hullbridge Road
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Crown copyright. All rights reserved. Chelmsford BC Licence No. 100023562 2007
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SECTION 4
SHOPPING, BUSINESS AND COMMUNITY
4.1 Profile
Shopping
Asda is the primary retail presence in South Woodham Ferrers town centre and the main economic
generator. There are around 100 units throughout the town centre, of which approximately 45% are retail
and the remainder cafes, restaurants and professional services. However there are no major comparison
goods shops (clothes, homewares, etc); South Woodham Ferrers is not a comparison shopping centre, but a
centre that serves the wider town area with many attractive independent, specialist shops and businesses.
The layout of the town centre affects trade:
•
•

•
•

firstly, the main entrance to the Asda store faces the car park, away from the other shops. The Asda store
is therefore to one side of the shopping area.
secondly, there is no other major retailer to draw people through the centre past the much smaller retail
businesses. The pull to the north comes from the Post Office (located in the convenience store on the
corner of Trinity Square), the library, the swimming pool and leisure centre, all of crucial importance for
the centre.
thirdly, the shopping centre is not at the confluence of walking routes so there is low footfall from people
passing through.
fourthly, there is not a clear ‘circuit’ linking the various clusters of shops.

As a result, there is a sense that people using Asda or another destination don’t go into the rest of the centre.
Asda is a very good store and a key asset for the town but some perceive it to have a dominance over the
town and other retailers. Although many residents do shop at ASDA others will travel the 10 to 12 miles to
other supermarkets and towns such as Wickford, Chelmsford, Basildon and Southend.
Past attempts to attract chain store retailers to the town have shown that the town centre catchment
population is not sufficient to sustain their businesses, and it must be accepted that these retailers will not
open in the town. However, this must not overshadow the good range of businesses that do thrive in the
centre. Asda George unit is a significant unit, and there are other retail units in key locations where a good
quality retail use is important for the variety and dynamics of the centre.
The difficulty in finding retail occupiers for vacant units leads to questions over the correct extent of planning
controls protecting retail use. Are there too many shops for the size of the town’s catchment area, are the
shops too dispersed? Is the existing core retail area too large? Shopping policy (LDF policy DC59 and DC60)
establishes controls over the mix of retail and non-retail in the primary and secondary frontages. This
document:
• Promotes revisions to these areas (see Figures 5a and 5b) to be considered in the LDF Site Allocations
Document.
• Gives supplementary guidance to the policy criteria.
Changes from Class A1 retail uses to other uses will have to meet a number of criteria to ensure that the
vitality and viability of town centre uses would not be harmed, but strengthened. To ensure variety, a limit on
estate agents is seen as desirable.
The town centre market takes place in Market Square. The nature, location and regularity of the market can
have a significant influence on the economic health of the town centre.
While Heralds Way represents the High Street, there are parades with a distinct character – Baron Road,
Chipping Row, Market Square, etc, each of which can be actively promoted as town centre destinations.
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4.2 Other town centre business
The town centre contains several office companies in buildings to the west of the shopping centre. The town
offers excellent quality of life attractions for employers and would benefit from increased daytime footfall and
a boost to the evening economy.
The economy of the town centre can be encouraged to move towards a more diverse range of activity to
have a regenerative effect, embracing arts in school premises, and strengthening of specialist retail and nonretail business centring on the hotel, restaurants, the pubs and entertainment venues. To this end, some shop
units in the secondary frontage may be occupied by small businesses falling within planning use class B1.
Encouragement may be given by land owners for temporary occupation of vacant units for local social or
creative enterprises if this is seen as benefiting the vitality of the centre.
People also come to the area for river recreation, for the countryside, for Marsh Farm trail and Tropical
Wings (exotic butterflies, birds and other wildlife) which offer clues for new economic enterprises. The
challenge is identifying potential markets for new businesses from residents, workers and students in South
Woodham Ferrers and from larger population centres further afield.
4.3 The village centre
While the town centre is the focus for shopping, education, leisure and health, the village neighbourhood
centre is an equally important focus for rail transport and community activity. Warwick Parade remains an
important shopping location for the local area. The shopping parade is adjoined by diverse commercial
activities related to the station, pub, and industrial area, including offices, shops, specialist trades and several
meeting places interweaved with residential. This economic diversity makes the old village centre an
important economic area to be protected and strengthened as an attractive location for small businesses. (See
Figure 6).
Figure 6

Proposed neighbourhood centre (the village) and protected retail frontage
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4.4 Incidental business and community buildings
The town is overwhelmingly residential in character but dotted throughout the older area around Hullbridge
Road are religious, community buildings, public houses and business premises all contributing to the local
economy, variety and social amenity of residential areas. LDF Policy DC37 protects against loss of community
premises, which will help ensure that this important variety is maintained in South Woodham Ferrers.
4.5 Industrial areas
Saltcoats Industrial Estate has a strong concentration of B2 and B8 uses reflecting South Woodham Ferrers
position as a major manufacturing and distribution centre within the Borough. There is a high proportion of
vacant units on the estate.
Eastern Industrial Estate also has a concentration of B2 and B8 uses forming part of South Woodham Ferrers
manufacturing base. Redhills Road, the largest area within the estate, has had many vacant units in the past
although the active businesses in Redhills Road are highly profitable. Blackall, Drapers Road and Bancrofts
Road are the other parts of the Eastern Industrial Estate. Buildings on both Saltcoats and Eastern Industrial
Estate are 20 plus years old, and offer a variety of unit sizes.
Western Industrial Estate with its high technology businesses is a successful employment area. It is closely
linked to the surrounding residential area with the two areas complementing each other architecturally.
Woodham Halt, directly adjacent on the east side, has a mix of business uses primarily car repair (Class B2)
businesses, upholstery/furniture firms (B8) and also a vets practice (D1). However, there is no access link
between the two parts of this employment area. This area located in very close proximity to the town’s
railway station has potential for additional business development south of the railway line.
The town’s industrial areas are unique in that the layout and design of the buildings followed the same urban
design principles as the residential areas and hence have a better environmental quality.
In the industrial areas, Borough planning policies protect business employment uses. In these areas there will
always be a presumption in favour of genuine industry and heavy storage because of the purpose-built nature
of the premises and the concentrated location. However there are other uses that may be justified here as
long as they are compatible with industry, generate some employment, are not retail or commercial town
centre based activities, are viable uses that cannot find suitable accommodation anywhere else, such as start
up units. The Borough policy is therefore elaborated by additional criteria for South Woodham Ferrers.

Definitions
Class A1 uses
Class B1 uses
Class B2 uses:
Class B8 uses

Shops, retail warehousing, hairdressers, undertakers, travel & ticket agencies,
post offices, dry cleaners, pet shops, sandwich bars, showrooms, domestic hire shops,
funeral directors, internet cafes
Business: Offices, research development, studios, laboratories, high-tech and light industry
General industry: General industrial uses
Storage and distribution: Wholesale warehousing, distribution centres, repositories
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4.6 Objectives
Shopping
• Strengthen economic interaction between the superstore and other businesses
• Ensure the Post Office, a significant retail use, and the library remain effective attractors to north end of
Heralds Way, to pull people through the shopping area
• Recommend amended protected retail frontages and supplement the planning criteria
• Attract high quality, specialist independent traders to units in the town centre
• Adjust the balance of retail and non-retail premises to strengthen the town’s retail function while allowing
complementary uses
• Attract cafes, restaurants, community services and office businesses to complement shopping
• Protect town centre economic uses from loss to residential, including existing offices, pubs, leisure and
hotel uses
• Regenerate the market by encouraging and supporting new attractions and locations, and reviewing
trading hours
• Increase partnership working between retailers and other businesses to pursue the regeneration of the
town centre and to help improve the image and facilities of the area
• Protect shopping and business premises in the local neighbourhood centre
Employment
• Regenerate Eastern Industrial Estate and Saltcoats Industrial Estate
• Control and promote employment uses for industrial buildings
• Recommend guidance supplementing policy to accommodate locally generated enterprises in suitable
premises
Community
• Protect sporadic non-residential uses for variety and community benefit
Proposals:
Town centre economy
Encourage the location of retail and complementary businesses in the town centre
Support proposals for offices, leisure or residential on upper floors above ground floor shopping and
business frontages.
Potential partners: landowners, agents, town council

Supports policy: CP25

Shopping policy areas
Reduce and redefine the designated primary frontage and increase secondary frontage (see Figure 5a and
5b). To be promoted / considered for inclusion in the LDF Site Allocations Document.
Recommend the village centre (Hullbridge Road and Warwick Parade area) as a Principal Neighbourhood
Centre, to reflect the mix of services and facilities, to be considered in the LDF Site Allocations Document.
Assess applications for change of use from retail to other uses using policies DC59 and DC60
supplemented with the following guidance:
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Primary frontage in South Woodham Ferrers town centre:
Retail (A1) premises welcome.
No more than 25% non-class A1 premises of the total frontage length.
No more than 10% estate agents / banks (A2) premises of the total frontage length.
No amusement centres.
Class A1/A3 hybrid uses with day and evening opening welcome.
Class D1 uses as long as suitable to town centre character with active frontage and day and evening
opening welcome.
No more than one drinking (A4) premises. No more than one takeaway (A5) premises.
Secondary frontage in South Woodham Ferrers town centre:
Retail (A1) premises welcome.
No more than 40% non-class A1 uses of the total frontage length, unless the proposal has Town Council
and business community support.
No more than 25% estate agents / banks (A2) premises of the total frontage length.
No amusement centres.
Class A3 welcome; Class A1/A3 hybrid uses with day and evening opening welcome.
Class D1 uses as long as suitable to town centre character with active frontage and day and evening
opening welcome.
Drinking (A4) premises, takeaway (A5) premises acceptable.
Small business premises (B1) with glazed frontage acceptable.
Secondary frontage in the village neighbourhood centre:
Retail (A1) premises welcome.
No more than 5 units in non-class A1 (A2, A3, A5, D1) uses.
No amusement centres.
When planning applications for change of use of shops are received, consider the evidence from the agent
of its targeted specialist retail marketing.
Potential partners: CBC as local planning authority,
property owners and agents, applicants

Supports policy: CP25, DC59, DC60, DC63

Other commercial premises in the town centre:
Encourage no change of use of office, leisure and community buildings (town centre uses) to residential in
the town centre, to maintain economic vitality.
Non-residential uses in the neighbourhood centre
No net loss of non-residential premises within the neighbourhood centre, to maintain business
opportunities and diversity.
Non-residential uses throughout the town
Encourage no loss of public houses, places of worship, community buildings and small business premises, to
maintain a presence of non-residential premises of value to the community.
Potential partners: CBC local planning authority,
landowners, agents, town council

Supports policy: CP25, DC37

Employment areas
Support development of part of station land south of rail line, adjacent to Haltwhistle Industrial Estate:
possible light industry / high tech / artist & craft studios / commuter related “drop+ride+collect” services
such as health, portable appliance servicing, photographic processing, tailoring alterations. To be
considered for inclusion in the LDF Site Allocations Document.
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In employment policy areas, whilst giving preference to industry and warehousing, consider other uses that
generate employment, are compatible with industry and foster local enterprise and to comply with the
criteria of Policy DC52.
Encourage use of vacant industrial units in employment policy areas. If under the criteria (ii) of Policy DC52
it can be demonstrated an employment use is not viable then the preferred uses would be for leisure uses
e.g. bowling, skating, gymnastics, young children’s fun activities, on a temporary or permanent basis.
Encourage revitalisation of Saltcoats Industrial Estate and Eastern Industrial Estate including the upgrade of
buildings, whilst taking account of flood risk, other environmental factors and sustainability issues.
Produce a business improvement strategy.
Potential partners: land owners, CBC as local planning authority

Definitions
Town centre uses
Class A1 uses
Class A2 uses
Class A3 uses
Class A4 uses
Class A5 uses
Class B1 uses
Class D1 uses

Supports policy: CP22, CP25, DC48, DC51

Commercial and community activity defining the town centre function, as set out in
Government planning policy on town centre development.
Shops: Shops, retail warehousing, hairdressers, undertakers, travel & ticket agencies, post
offices, dry cleaners, pet shops, sandwich bars, showrooms, domestic hire shops, funeral
directors, internet cafes
Financial and professional services: Banks, building societies, estate agents, employment
agents, betting offices, professional & financial services where services are for visiting public
Food and drink: Restaurants, snack bars, cafes
Drinking Establishments: Pubs and bars
Hot Food Take-Aways: Take-aways
Business: Offices, research & development, studios, laboratories, high-tech & light industry
Non-Residential Institutions: Places of worship, church halls, clinics, health centres,
crèches, day nurseries, consulting rooms, museums, public halls, libraries, art galleries,
exhibition halls, non-residential education and training centres
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SECTION 5
HOUSING
5.1 Profile
There are 6,607 households in South Woodham Ferrers (in October 2006), a large proportion of which are
family households. This fact, combined with a relatively low proportion of over 55s households, emphasises
the youthful population of South Woodham Ferrers.
87% of all dwellings in South Woodham Ferrers are owner occupied, a much higher proportion than
Chelmsford Borough (79%) and Essex (76%). 5% of dwellings are rented from housing associations, which is
significantly lower than Chelmsford Borough (12.9%) and Essex (15%). More than half of all dwellings in South
Woodham Ferrers are detached houses, a considerably higher proportion than the wider borough (31%).
5.2 Recent residential development
The majority of the town had been completed by 1990. More recent residential developments on the
remaining parcels are:
•
Ormesby Chine in the south-west part of the town
•
Market Square in the town centre
•
Tylers Ride in the town centre
•
35 Hullbridge Road (corner site with King Edwards Road)
5.3 Potential development within the town
Across Chelmsford Borough as a whole there is a need to provide up to 16,000 additional dwellings by 2021.
In line with national policy, the borough-wide planning strategy is to make optimal use of sites within existing
urban areas to
• minimise development of open countryside
• optimise the viability and benefits of the existing towns.
Therefore suitable land within South Woodham Ferrers will need to be developed for residential
accommodation as long as development is supported by transport and services and enhances the town,
especially in the light of public consultation which indicated a desire to impose firm control over further
development. New development will be expected to help fund related local transport and environmental
improvements.
5.4 Density and quality
When land becomes available for development, national policy requires a minimum density of 30 dwellings per
hectare. Significantly higher density is encouraged if the location is highly accessible and well served by
transport and public services. Sites within the town centre and close to the station in the local neighbourhood
centre may accommodate a higher density.
Actual density will be determined by the need for non-residential ground floor uses, on-site car parking
provision, appropriate height and site constraints. The mix of dwelling sizes and tenure (private, intermediate
or social rented) will be dictated by Borough policy.
Higher density is only acceptable if the layout and building design is properly thought out and encapsulates
high standards with great attention to detail to maintain and enhance the design ethos of South Woodham
Ferrers. Guidance is set out at 5.7.
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5.5 Identifying sites where housing development would be acceptable
The Council’s Urban Capacity Study (UCS) July 2007 quantifies the amount of land in urban areas that could
realistically become available for housing development. The majority of the town is planned and land is used
efficiently, leaving few development opportunities in South Woodham Ferrers. Scope for new housing
development includes sites identified in an Urban Capacity Study, and is limited to specific sites that may or
nay not become available for development, possibly allowing for up to a maximum of 200 dwellings by 2021.
The kinds of sites where development potential needs to be investigated are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•

surface car parks in the town centre and next to the railway station
sites in central locations currently occupied by activities which could be relocated
sites within the neighbourhood centre where development would make fuller use of the land
residential properties in large sites in well connected locations
residential infill sites
underused ‘back-land’ behind frontage properties

5.6 Potential development sites (figures 4 and 7)
Development is underway or is anticipated at:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Land south of Gimli Watch adjacent to Chetwood School playing field (work nearing completion)
109 Hullbridge Road, Women’s Institute Hall (work nearing completion)
The Withywindle, Celeborn Street (work started January 2008)
175 Hullbridge Road, adjacent to former Salvation Army Hall (planning permission granted)
Knight street in the town centre (CBC planning guidance produced May 2005)
Part of the car park of the railway station
Land south of the railway line
Verges of Baron Road fronting Inchbonnie Road
Land rear of The Curlew public house
Town centre land currently holding emergency services if relocation was practicable
Hullbridge Road in particular may contain potential sites (see guidance below)

5.7 Objectives
•
•
•
•
•
•

Discourage further development outside the existing urban area boundary
Release land suitable for development within the urban area
Control unsuitable housing development
Produce density and design criteria to enable high quality development on sites within the town
Ensure that development contributes to local physical and social infrastructure through planning
obligations
Ensure new and existing housing is supported by transport, health and education and open space
provision

Proposals:
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Sites where development is positively encouraged:
•
Knight Street
•
More intensive use of underused land
The following types of site are suitable in principle for residential development, depending on site layout
and design:
•
Land within a residential area not suitable for public open space
•
Existing small houses within a large plot
The following types of site would be suitable for residential accommodation mixed with commercial or
community uses:
•
Commercial sites in the town centre or within the village neighbourhood centre, as long as the
commercial floorspace is replaced within the site frontage
•
Redeveloped commercial or community uses as long as the existing use remains in a more efficient
layout
•
Town centre car parks creating street frontage, depending on car parking policy, and subject to
re-providing lost parking spaces elsewhere
When a site is suitable in principle for residential development, the following design guidance will apply in South
Woodham Ferrers
There will be a mix of development types, sizes and accommodation as outlined in the draft Affordable
Housing SPD.
Maximum height of new development:
•
Four storeys (12m to eaves) in appropriate locations within the town centre
•
Three storeys (9m to eaves) in the town centre, the village neighbourhood centre and Hullbridge
Road
•
Two storeys (6m to eaves) throughout the town generally (typical height per storey - 2.75 metres)
A roof is generally not considered a storey. However, a ‘dormer window’ that creates room(s) in the roof or
purposely-designed rooms in the roof will be regarded as a storey.
Within the town centre, the majority of the ground floor to be devoted to non-residential use, in line with
advice relating to development in the floodplain.
When a site fronting Hullbridge Road is suitable in principle for residential development, the following design
guidance will apply:
•
Maximum height – three storeys (9m to eaves), as above
•
Building alignment for 3 or less dwellings – building alignment to be determined by adjacent building
line
•
Building alignment for 4 or more dwellings – buildings should be no less than 3 metres from the back
of the footway as long as this does not appear to affect light and outlook
•
Access – where dwellings are set back from the road combine front access in a single vehicle width
entry to maximise front hedgelines
•
Parking – a preference for parking and garages to be located behind the front face of the house –
garages in front of houses will be discouraged
•
Front gardens – where the building is set back from the road, hedge and tree planting should form the
street frontage. Front gardens should avoid wholly paved surfaces and instead be landscape designed
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Proposals for residential development in the back of deep plots fronting Hullbridge Road should take into account
the following design guidance:
•
a minimum plot of 30 metres width and 35 metres depth (see CBC Urban Site Guidance SPD for
further guidance on backland with no frontage and limited road frontage, page 27)
•
arrange site access where conflict can be avoided, where visibility is adequate, and consider access
from existing streets to the rear or side of Hullbridge Road
•
access designed to look like an approach to housing, making use of corner turning entrance buildings
and/or fronting as much of the access-way as possible
Land assembly – when considering residential development make sure there is enough land to ensure a
comprehensive approach, to avoid piecemeal development
All development to follow the South Woodham Ferrers spirit of Essex vernacular built-form, natural local
materials, modern standards, lively appearance, high quality, long lasting, low environmental impact
Potential partners: CBC as local planning authority, owners

Supports policy: CP2, CP3, CP6, CP18, CP20,
CP21, DC3, DC5, DC37, DC42, DC45

Essex vernacular informs a domestic scale building form and market-town character that is described
extremely carefully in the Essex Design Guide 2005, pages 81 to 87.
Design and construction measures to increase resource efficiency (energy and water), to reduce waste, and
minimise carbon emissions are described in detail in Chelmsford Borough Council’s adopted Supplementary
Planning Document (SPD) on Sustainable Development.
Design guidance to assist designers in the formulation of development schemes, to improve the quality of
development and to help achieve the optimum use of brownfield land is provided in Chelmsford Borough
Council’s adopted SPD on Making Places.
Guidance on provision of affordable housing is published in the Affordable Housing SPD.
5.8 Essential community uses
Primary health care, education, public open space and public transport are services and facilities directly
related to the total amount of residential accommodation. According to Borough policy, any proposal would
be assessed in terms of its impact on these services and would be expected to contribute towards provision
through the Borough’s planning obligation standard charges system.
Proposals:
Under the standard charges (Planning Obligations SPD)
all development, including that from a single house
upwards, will be expected to contribute a proportionate
amount to the provision of site specific, community and
strategic infrastructure. The following local community
services, depending on relevance to the development, are
considered to be of particular importance to South
Woodham Ferrers:

Potential partners: CBC Planning, SWFTC, landowners,
developers

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Open space enhancement
Footpath and cycle way improvement
Bus stops
Pedestrian crossing
Road safety measures
Schools and health services
Healthy living initiatives
Biodiversity initiatives
Public art
Arts development work

Supports policy: CP4, CP16, DC40, DC41
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Figure 7
Potential development sites
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SECTION 6
OPEN SPACES, LEISURE AND RECREATION FACILITIES
6.1 Profile
Leisure and recreation opportunities are essential for quality of life and availability of green space is a key issue
for South Woodham Ferrers. Borough policy protects against loss of public open spaces, private outdoor
sports grounds, school playing fields and allotments, as well as indoor recreation or sporting facilities
(Development Control Policy DC39).
6.2 Quantity and distribution of green spaces (See figure 8)
An Assessment of Open Space, Sports and Recreation, carried out in 2005, following PPG17 guidance,
showed deficiencies in recreational space in South Woodham Ferrers – particularly in relation to parks and
gardens, sports pitches and allotments. This informed the Borough Council’s Sports and Recreation, Parks and
Green Spaces Strategies. The Strategy for Sport & Recreation 2006 to 2010 seeks to enhance sporting,
recreational and health opportunities that will improve the quality of life of the local community and also to
improve the quality of indoor and outdoor sporting facilities. The Borough Council and the Town Council
have been actively pursuing projects to increase the overall quantity of green space and the provision of
additional sports pitches.
Attempting to meet quantitative standards is physically impossible in an existing town due to there being no
land available, and therefore this plan makes proposals for improving use of existing spaces, enhancing quality
and making areas more accessible.
The distribution of sports pitches in the town is presently concentrated to the east of the town. There is a
need to create balance across the town by providing further places that are suitable for young people and for
other sports and recreational facilities to help reduce the pressure on Saltcoats Park and Compass Gardens.
The public recreational spaces throughout the town are listed in Appendix 2 with comments on issues relating
to needs, deficiencies, location and quality.
6.3 Need and demand for specific sports pitches and facilities
There are pressing demands for football, rugby, and minority interest sports. The Borough Council supported
by the Football Foundation have investigated suitable sites for football and rugby. High priority must be given
to addressing the poor condition of pitches at Saltcoats Park to enable their use for cricket and football, or
other suitable recreational use. There are few other opportunities due to the shortage of suitable sites with
good access from the town. Both the Borough and Town Councils have identified a recently acquired large
area to the west of Ferrers Road as suitable to meet the need for additional recreational space.

Definitions
PPG17

Government Planning Policy Guidance on ‘Planning for Open Space, Sport and Recreation’
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Figure 8
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6.4 New open space with residential development
New open space is generated by major housing development – the Borough’s minimum requirement for onsite public open space within new residential developments is 52 square metres per dwelling. For strategically
located formal recreation, an additional 30 square metres per dwelling is required, plus an additional
requirement towards parks and gardens, which may be translated to a commuted payment for improvement
of existing facilities. (Development Control Policy DC40).
6.5 Formal recreation facilities
South Woodham Ferrers Leisure Centre is a recreational attraction serving the wider surrounding area that
has been open to the public for 20 years and has a good range of facilities including a fitness centre, the
addition of a 25 metre indoor swimming pool opened in 2005 and a climbing wall in 2006. The Leisure Centre
and its facilities shared with the William de Ferrers Sports College represents an excellent range of indoor
and outdoor facilities. In addition the town has sports clubs including gym, bowls, inline skating and a health
club. Within Compass Gardens there is a half-size basketball court and ramps for use of BMX and
skateboarders.
Land west of Ferrers Road (west) is intended for recreational use.
There is demand for a multi-purpose facility for specialist sporting activities such as a track for speed skating
(the inline skating club in the past has used industrial estate roads), BMX bikes, model car racing, basketball
and informal tennis.
6.6 Local spaces
Throughout the town there are a large number of local green spaces, some of which include play equipment
for young children, amenity green space, and sitting areas for adults. The size and quality of these local spaces
varies and small-scale improvements would enhance these spaces.
There are deficiencies of local spaces for informal recreation, including kickabout areas for all. The North
West corner of town is one area where there is a need for such a local space and a children’s play area. Land
at Frankland Fields and on the east side of Creekview Road offers scope for informal recreational purposes as
well as biodiversity.
The country park also offers valued countryside access and opportunities for informal recreation and roaming.
6.7 Leisure facilities for young people
Young people’s leisure needs are perceived by some to be inadequately catered for. In order to directly
address youth leisure needs, young people’s interests are represented more widely at district level through a
Children’s and Young Persons Strategic Partnership, whose responsibility is to integrate services for young
people, especially those who are vulnerable. Starz Youth Club is a facility for 13 to 19 year olds, run by Essex
Youth Service in partnership with the Town Council. There is also a wide range of uniformed, sports and
special interest groups.
6.8 Arts
There is an Arts Development Worker employed by the Town Council and supported by the Borough
Council. This partnership working is identified in the Borough Council’s A Strategy for The Arts 2006 to 2010.
The Arts Strategy also draws reference to the need for more venues for performance across the borough.
The Local Cultural Strategy for the Borough 2002 to 2007 has a specific action of working with appropriate
organisations to identify and respond to the needs of South Woodham Ferrers. Some of the achievements
include the skatepark and arts development projects in the town.
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The greatest potential is to develop the community use of the Dame Elizabeth Hall of the William de Ferrers
School with a programme of performance and film led by a partnership of the Borough Council, Town
Council, the School and businesses.
6.9 Water-related recreation
There are two sailing clubs and a water skiing club in the area but the River Crouch is an under-utilised
recreational asset. Any improvements would need to respect the Special Protection Area and Ramsar site.
6.10 Objectives
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Promote sport, leisure and cultural activity to enrich quality of life, attract visitors into the town and
stimulate investment
Make-good recreation space deficiencies where land is available
Use land west of Ferrers Road, Frankland Fields and land east of Creekview Road for optimal public
recreational and biodiversity benefit
Optimise use, access, safety and quality of public open spaces for the widest benefit
Include space and facilities for special interest demands alongside the most popular sports
Secure opportunities and facilities for young people’s leisure
Promote recreational use of the river
Monitor the impact of recreational use of environmentally significant areas to ensure environmental
protection is not compromised
Consider ways to encourage use of the skate ramp

Proposals:
Maintain provision of recreation facilities
In applying policy DC41 safeguarding existing public open space provision, consideration to be given about
how all development sites can contribute to remedying open space and other recreational deficiencies.
A management programme to be developed to bring existing pitches at Saltcoats Park back into full use, or
where this is not possible allow use for suitable alternative sporting activities provided they do not damage
adjoining pitches.
Developer contributions to recreation and sport
Stemming from the Planning Obligations SPD (also known as Standard Charges), make best use of section
106 contributions from housing development, including those less than 10 dwellings, to assist with new, or
improved, or management of recreational facilities and also to encourage healthy living programmes.
On-site public open space, as part of any scheme of 10 units or more, will be encouraged. A 200 sq m
minimum size public open space would be considered to help achieve this.
Infill developments to include appropriate facilities where opportunities arise for children’s play and hard
surfaced kickabout areas.
Potential partners: CBC Parks service, CBC as local
planning authority, developers

Supports policy: CP12, CP16, DC38, DC39, DC48
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Include provision for minority sports and informal recreation within playing field land, to extend the shared
use of green spaces to a wider more diverse user group, subject to no adverse effect on useable formal
pitch provision.
Investigate alternative weekend car parking on Saltcoats Industrial Estate for Saltcoats Park pitch users.
Maintain Starz Youth Club as a vibrant attraction
Improved access to recreation areas
Pedestrian crossing to Compass Gardens, improved entrance area, additional footway access.
Signpost and publicise the informal footpath through Compass Gardens to Saltcoats Park which provides a
key pedestrian link from the town centre.
Potential partners: ECC, CBC Parks, SWFTC, landowners

Supports policy: CP12, CP16, DC38, DC39

Opportunities for optimising inclusive use of recreational facilities
Secure wider community use of William de Ferrers School buildings and fields for recreational purposes.
Facilitate public access agreements to private recreational facilities.
Arts - Develop arts programme and greater public arts and entertainment use of the Dame Elizabeth Hall at
the William de Ferrers School
Potential partners: William de Ferrers and other schools,
CBC arts development, SWFTC, private owners

Supports policy: CP12, CP16, DC37, DC39

Promote recreational use of the river, improve public boating slipway facilities, whilst respecting the special
Protection Area and Ramsar site.
Potential partners: Harbour Authority, Environment Agency, Supports policy: DC38
CBC as local planning authority
6.11 Suggested elements of future open spaces improvement programmes
CBC Parks Service, South Woodham Ferrers Town Council and external funding partners would seek to
achieve the following subject to prioritising, design and funding.
Compass Gardens
• Improve pedestrian access and make the entrance feel safer and more welcoming
Saltcoats Park
• Promote pedestrian access through Compass Gardens to Saltcoats Park and encourage appropriate
attractions for families
• Possible footway on the eastern side of Ferrers Road from Creekview Road to park entry road
• Waiting restrictions to discourage unsafe parking
• Continue improvements to quality of land containing pitches, existing and proposed, and the existing
pavilion
• Consider ways to encourage use of the skate ramp
Ferrers Road West (west side)
• Land west of Ferrers Road (west) is intended for recreational use
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Ferrers Road West (east side of road)
• Landscaping and tree planting
• Footpaths and benches
• Informal recreation space
• Children’s play area
Village hall site
• Equipped hard surface area for informal ball games
• Footpath access to playing field rear of village hall
• Improved access and facilities for informal recreation and children’s play
Washlands
• Enhance and protect the ecological area with access for public enjoyment
Frankland Fields
• Enhance and protect the ecological area with access for public enjoyment
6.12 Finding land for new spaces
Sites that become available for development or that are underused may be considered for conversion to new
recreational areas if the need was identified by the community, depending on cost and practicality.
Areas of search for local informal recreation space:
•

North West corner of town – land by rail line (see Figure 19)

Areas of search for new children’s play areas:
•
•

South West - Inchbonnie Road, Ormesby Chine – junior play area
North West - Victoria Fields area east of Ferrers Road – pre-school / infant play area

•

Support the provision of more allotments
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SECTION 7
ACCESS AND TRANSPORT
7.1 Car travel
Transport is a fundamental concern in the management and future change of South Woodham Ferrers. Car
ownership is high and the town centre has a large land area catering for car-borne visitors. The town
experiences an exodus of commuter traffic each morning to Chelmsford, Basildon and elsewhere, intensified
by traffic coming into the town from surrounding areas to the railway station or through the town. Some
roads are hardly fit to cope with these pressures.
Most traffic entering the town from the A132 passes along Ferrers Road west through residential areas to the
town centre; alternatively traffic can approach along Burnham Road and Ferrers Road east towards the north
side of the town centre.
The Town Council have impressed on the County Highway Authority that maintenance of the existing road
and path network is more important to the safety and convenience of people than new traffic management
schemes. Many footpaths and pavements are in poor condition and many roads require maintenance to
encourage cycling in the town.
While car travel is the only practicable means of travel for many working outside the town, deeply entrenched
personal preferences for car travel need to be broken down to reduce the number of car trips within the
town for work, some shopping and leisure. This requires a willingness to walk or cycle, a confidence in the
safety of routes and much increased attractiveness of bus travel. Changing transport habits will not be
achieved overnight and viable, appealing alternatives to the private car must be convincing to start reducing
car trips.
7.2 Walking and cycling (see figures 9 and 10)
South Woodham Ferrers was originally planned to deliver a single, coherent community rather than a series
of individual developments. Yet despite the opportunities for walking and cycling, these activities have not
really flourished. This may be attributed to the general lack of ‘green ways’ snaking in and out of the town
centre or reaching into the surrounding countryside. Many of the footpaths and alleyways within the
residential areas are unattractive to use and don’t go where people want to go. Pedestrian and cycle access
to the town centre (for shops, workplaces, pool and school), the industrial estates, the parks and the country
park need establishing and publicising. A purpose built off-road cycle route has recently been successfully
implemented along part of Ferrers Road on the west side of town and there is scope to expand this to link to
the town centre.
7.3 Getting to the schools
The schools in the town are keen to work together to improve school travel by safe and sustainable means.
St. Joseph’s Catholic Primary School and Trinity St. Mary’s Church of England school draw pupils from the
whole of the present town area and beyond, which means bussing the children in, or being delivered by car.
Many William de Ferrers’ pupils are also dropped off by parents. Tutors Way is a dropping off route for the
two town centre primary schools. Indiscriminate parking takes place in Brickfields Road / Market Square, and
in the service yard to the rear of K-block, particularly causing problems for disabled and emergency access to
William de Ferrers School.
The Government wants every school to have a Travel Plan by 2010 for both pupils and staff. Travel Plans
show the schools’ commitment to increasing safe and sustainable ways to travel to school and will include
targets for reducing car use and increasing walking and cycling and improvements to the road near the school
and nearby connecting routes. Travel plans are valuable for any significant employer in the town.
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7.4 Public transport
The most direct way to influence bus travel is to improve passenger waiting conditions and information at key
bus stops. The bus company and the transport authority can be encouraged to upgrade services on specific
routes in recognition of potential demand and ECC and SWFTC can help to fund this. (See figure 11)
The name change of the railway station to South Woodham Ferrers station will help towards the promotion
of the town. To influence train travel the most important factors are to improve connectivity between rail and
bus and to promote off peak services. The station environment also has opportunities for physical
improvements.
7.5 Marsh Farm Country Park access
Marsh Farm Country Park is an extensive rural area surrounding three sides of the town. The country park is
a key asset for the town and has opportunities for enhanced access and enjoyment.
Marsh Farm Road is the principal road link between town and the country park. It provides car and
pedestrian access with two footpaths segregated from the narrow road, leading to the sea wall footpaths, the
Marsh Farm visitor attraction and the yacht club and riverside. The part of Marsh Farm Road approaching the
riverside car park car park is very narrow with very high grasses to its edge and at passing places, creating
safety issues.
There is a very limited bus service to the visitor centre on Sundays and bank holidays only.
There are numerous pedestrian access points to the country park. However there is also a longstanding need
to make access to the country park safe and sensible. There is easy pedestrian access from Creekview Road
and some access points by foot in the South West of the town, in addition to Marsh Farm Road. There are
currently no other pedestrian links from the southern edge of the built area.
The country park offers riverside walks along the sea walls, with views of the surrounding landscape of salt
marsh, grazing marsh and borrow dykes, but the majority of it cannot be roamed freely on foot.
Access ramps to the sea wall could benefit from some improvement. In addition, the surface of the sea wall is
good for walking in the summer but becomes muddy and difficult to walk in winter.
Access for pushchairs and disabled persons around the complete length of the riverside walk is not an easy
achievement, although is possible for short circular walks. There is an existing route starting and ending at
the riverside car park, however this is in need of resurfacing and the ramp up to the sea wall could be
improved for easier wheelchair access.
The visitor attraction centre, Marsh Farm, is situated within Marsh Farm Country Park to the south of the
built settlement. The farm is approximately a 20-minute walk from the town’s railway station.
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7.6 Main traffic routes in and out of the town centre
Objectives
•
•

Enhance the three main road entrances to the town
Direct traffic where it can be best accommodated

Proposals:
Suggested ways of helping to spread HGV and other vehicle movements around eastern/northern side of town
New signage to direct traffic into town from the north
Signage into town for deliveries and service vehicles, buses and coaches to direct some HGVs and others
around eastern/northern side of town (Burnham Road / Ferrers Road)
Tonnage restriction on other roads
This will allow reduction of speed limit to 30mph on Ferrers Road from Albert Road into town centre
(currently 40), enable safer pedestrian access on Inchbonnie Road / Ferrers Road west side, and then
enable zebra crossings for pedestrians
Change road name to Ferrers Road East from the roundabout to Garden of Remembrance to help
orientation and increase use as access into town
Reclassify road between the junction of A132 / B1012 (Pillar Box Corner) and Garden of Remembrance, to
recognise importance of this road for accessing the town, in conjunction with HGV access signing
New gateways to the town to include uniquely designed welcome signs near Shaw Farm roundabout and
Garden of Remembrance
Work with ECC to solve congestion on the A132 between South Woodham Ferrers and Wickford
Potential partners: SWF Town Council, ECC Highways Authority, Natural England
7.7 Traffic routes within the town
Objectives
•
•
•

Ease peak time congestion at specific bottlenecks at the western side of town and to and from the
Dengie peninsula to maintain ease of vehicular movement
Traffic calm some roads with changed alignment and alternative surfaces (rather than humps) to improve
road safety
Ensure roads are properly maintained

Proposals:
Town centre traffic calming plan.
Reduced speed limits near schools at Brent Avenue, Gandalf’s Ride, Collingwood Road, Guys Farm Road,
and roads off – to 20 mph.
All other roads at 30mph. Identify other streets where sensitive traffic calming would be beneficial.
Investigate an alternative to road-humps in King Edwards Road, to attract back buses to re-use the road,
look at the relationship of footway.
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Work with ECC to develop a programme for prioritising highway maintenance.
Develop a package of measures to encourage journeys by means other than the private car.
Potential partners: ECC Highways Authority, SWFTC
7.8 Walking and cycling within the town
Objectives
•
•

Reduce reliance on the car for short journeys by making walking and cycling a practicable, quick, safe and
cheap option for local journeys to work, shops, school
Open up pedestrian and cycling links between residential areas and key destinations in the town and
surrounding countryside and complete gaps in the network

Proposals:
Improve legibility for people’s ease of moving around the town’s network of footpaths and cycle ways.
Introduce new signposting ‘wayfinding system’ around the town.
Extend the cycle route connection to the town centre (Ferrers Road/Albert Road roundabout to the town
centre).
Implement pedestrian and cycle crossing on Ferrers Road by Hullbridge Road, in conjunction with speed
reduction.
Implement new crossings on Hullbridge Road near railway station (see Section 9, Figure 18 the village
neighbourhood centre)
Work with ECC (travel plan coordinator) to encourage town centre schools to progress new, and update
existing, green travel plans for pupils and staff by 2010. For example, promote cycling, introduce more
‘walking bus’ routes – offer incentives.
Install more cycle parking close to Asda store entrance.
Explore cycle to shop incentives with Asda.
Work with ECC to develop a programme of cycleway maintenance.
Provide secure storage for bicycles at new/existing destinations.
Introduce a ‘walk to work’ campaign – pedometers, other incentives.
Work with ECC to promote walking and cycling as alternatives to driving.
Potential partners: ECC Highways Authority, SWFTC,
schools, Asda, local groups
7.9 Bus and rail services and facilities
Objectives
•
•
•

Reduce reliance on car by making the bus a practicable, quick and cheap option for some journeys
Achieve closer integration between bus and train services to generate increased usage
Improve the passenger environment at key bus stops
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Proposals:
Improve or re-establish round town bus service.
Investigate an alternative to road-humps in King Edwards Road to enable buses to re-use the road.
Investigate alternative forms of public transport.
Improve / enhance bus station waiting area in the town centre (Merchant Street) and station
(seating/shelters/passenger information).
Improve promotion of public transport services that are available, including incentives during off-peak
periods.
Work with bus operators to improve service of buses outside town, in particular Maldon.
Improve integration of public transport services – flexibility of routes and timing e.g. buses linking with
trains, airport bus to stop near to the town.
Potential partners: Bus operating companies, ECC
Highways Authority, SWFTC
7.10 Marsh Farm Country Park access
Objectives
•
•
•
•

Ensure that the country park is accessible to all ages and abilities to enjoy all sorts of informal recreation
Improve access for walkers, and joggers, especially use of the sea wall in winter
Emphasise the links into the surrounding countryside and riverside areas
Improve bus services to the Marsh Farm visitor centre

Proposals:
Improve legibility including signage to the country park so that there are clear routes for cars, pedestrians
and cyclists.
Provide signs from the railway station with a map / information board at the station.
Promote a more regular bus service for Marsh Farm Visitors Centre or introduce pick up service from
areas within the town, such as from the station and town centre.
Clarify status and publicity about public walking routes;
improve signposting of public footpath routes.
Improve paths which are very muddy and not conducive to good access
Enable more circular walks – provide new appropriate signposts in the countryside and landscape setting.
Seek funding and Environment Agency approval to improve walking surface of sea wall path to
improve pedestrian access to the sea wall, improve accessibility for pushchairs and disabled, whilst
respecting this important environment.
Signpost the riverside including the car park for the country park.
Signpost the secondary car park from town and mark its existence at entrance on White Tree Court.
Signposting pedestrian access to the Country Park footpaths from the entrance of the secondary car park.
Encourage Marsh Farm and Essex County Council to develop a travel plan.
Potential partners: Essex County Council as owner, Marsh Farm,
ECC Highways Authority, SWFTC, bus operators,
Environment Agency, Natural England
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Figure 9
Cycle route proposals
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This plan indicates the numerous walking
links from the built area of South Woodham
Ferrers into the surrounding countryside.
It also shows the walking routes available
around the surrounding countryside including
the sea wall.
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Notation
Countryside walking routes
Main walking links between built areas and the countryside
Crown copyright. All rights reserved. Chelmsford BC Licence number 100023562 2008

Figure 11
Bus routes

Bus routes - regular service
Bus routes - no evening service
Restricted bus routes
Bus interchange
Crown copyright. All rights reserved. Chelmsford BC Licence number 100023562 2006.

Routes include:
237
Asda - Railway Station - Basildon
36
Town Centre - Broughton road - Railway Station - Danbury - Chelmsford
Restricted service: Marsh Farm and Bancrofts Road
Restricted route: Evenings
37
Town Centre route: Restricted route evenings
D5
Railway Station - Asda - Burnham
Restricted services
Other occasional services run between Asda and areas withing the Dengie Peninsula
Some services are operated under contract with support by Essex County Council
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SECTION 8
CAR PARKING
8.1 Profile
Car parking is perceived as the most critical issue for the economic health and prosperity of the town and a
key element of its competitiveness against other shopping centres.
There are six public car parks in the town centre, of which five are privately owned - four by Asda and one by
William de Ferrers school, plus a public car park (see figure 12) at Compass Gardens, owned by the Borough
Council. There is a public car park by the station, owned by National Express East Anglia operator and run by
a commercial company and a car park outside Warwick Parade. The town centre car parks are free, and until
Autumn 2006 had no time limits and no user restrictions.
Car parking policy (LDF policy DC64) seeks to avoid a net loss of public car parking in the town centre
private-owned car parks, and supports re-configuring existing public car parking such as by decking. Policy
DC66 seeks to ensure public car parking is managed to provide the convenient short-stay parking required
for the commercially viability of the town. This plan supplements these policies.
Public consultation shows there is strong support for improvement in parking although there is less
agreement about how this might be achieved. Surveys have provided a better understanding of who uses the
car parks, when and for how long. Demand for parking comes from:
Long stay

Short stay

Business owners and staff
Schools staff and some students
Rail commuters

Business appointments
Shoppers
Library, church and service users
Surgery and clinic users
Swimmers
School dropping off and picking up

Pressure comes from:
•
•
•

Need: workers who live outside of the town, large shopping loads, less mobile people
Urgency: people who have appointments for health or business
Expectation: habitual car use for all journeys, desire to park adjacent to the destination.

A perceived shortfall of shopper parking arises because of long stay parking occupying spaces.
Experience has shown that parking time restrictions in the main Asda and Baron Road car parks (enforced
period with no return) greatly improve the parking arrangements for shoppers and occasional visitors.
Unrestricted, or long-stay parking needs to be provided for those people that work in the shops, businesses
and schools in and around the town centre. Other specific needs are buses and cars dropping off and picking
up of pupils at the town centre schools, spaces to be reserved for doctors’ surgeries and careworkers for the
elderly in the Tyler’s Ride car parks.
There is an important link between parking and economic health. Long term parking deficit could not only
drive current businesses out of the town but will also restrict any expansion of the town centre and its
facilities. At November 2006, there were five vacant retail premises in Heralds Way plus several of the new
ones facing Brickfields Road / Trinity Row. For regeneration to progress, prospective business owners will
need to be assured that there is parking available for their employees, customers and business visitors.
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Any proposals for new development will need to address adopted parking standards (Development Control
Policy DC8) and the production and implementation of travel plans will be sought (DC6).
A continuing strategy for car parking is required to ensure all the issues are thoroughly examined, and can be
achieved through:
•
•

Partnership between Town Council, Borough Council, Asda, William de Ferrers School and businesses
Radical ‘demand management’

The aim of car parking demand management is to use parking controls to optimise the efficiency of the space,
to meet priority demands and to allocate spaces to specific users where it is needed.
Such a management strategy could involve:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Allocating short stay parking to serve shoppers, service clients, swimmers;
Allocating long stay parking for town centre workers;
Dedicating spaces for specified health and schools staff and other essential users;
Green travel plans for schools and for businesses;
Enforcing against commuter car parking in the town centre;
Financing patrol staff;
Signs and explanatory information;
Periodic review.

A car parking strategy would be complemented by other measures:
•
•
•

Improved routes and services, plus business incentives to encourage bus or bike or walking to the town
centre for some journeys;
Travel plans for schools and Asda as principal employers;
Specific improvements to the access, layout and organisation of some car parks.

After all the above elements of a strategy have been undertaken, consideration can be given to whether more
parking is justified. The car parking policy DC64 statement that any development should avoid a net loss of
public car parking simply prevents any reduction; for the regeneration of the town centre to progress, more
parking spaces may be needed. The problem is that all the available land is already developed or used for
current parking. Managing car parking with various restrictions can ensure best use of existing spaces but
cannot create more parking spaces.
More ground level parking spaces would entail demolishing existing buildings, and is impractical and a waste of
land.
The ground level of new buildings for parking is possible where flood risk precludes other uses, or where rear
access is possible.
Underground parking facilities, while technically feasible, would not be considered financially viable by any
developer due to the high water table, location in a potential flood area and the problems of construction
under a densely developed town centre.
A multi-level car park would be the only practical solution. The design would have to be sensitive to the
surroundings and financially viable for the investor / developer. Any parking facility would be limited to a
maximum four levels (equivalent of three storeys), in scale with buildings around the town centre. This has
been discussed in the past but rejected due to residents’ fears of unsightly high structures being created in the
town centre. The periphery at ground level could be used for retail with parking behind and two or three
levels of parking above. A three or four story aspect to a major public space could be disguised with business
offices. The rental on the retail and office space would offset the development cost. Although the most
practicable location is the main Asda store car park, (see figure 13) such a structure could be built on at least
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three of the current car parks. The financing of such a project would probably require associated
development of small areas of car park where this would also benefit the town centre.
Large surface car parks are a waste of land in the central commercial and community hub. If parking is
rationalized by means of parking management and multi-level parking, these car parks could accommodate
new development. Indeed new development would enable car park construction.
8.2 Objectives
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Introduce a Parking Strategy and management regime
Reduce car use for some trips by means of promotion and business incentives
Ensure all short term, town centre business and leisure related parking needs are met
Direct town centre long stay parking to specific locations, preclude other long stay users
Flexible short stay parking throughout the town
New or altered car parks to be aesthetically pleasing
The schools to regulate and direct their own staff
Improve the use of the car park to support rail travel

Proposals:
Implement parking management regime, monitor and review measures to meet needs and circumstances.
Designated spaces in car parks for local business staff (issue permits for staff); disabled people. Wardens to
patrol use of spaces.
The three town centre schools to review their travel plans and introduce guidelines to staff driving to
work, explaining town centre parking issues and specified parking locations. Encourage alternative means of
travel for some.
Incentivise car share by staff in local businesses and organisations.
After a parking management regime is in place, seek partner to investigate high quality designed multi-level /
decked parking.
Potential partners: SWFTC, Asda, schools, businesses, CBC,
ECC travel plan co-ordinator

Supports policy: DC62, DC64
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8.3 Car parks in the town centre and at the railway station
Car park

Objective

Asda car park:
The existing car park was organised to work well in terms of access and
turning and to look attractive by means of avenues of trees. Physical
changes in 2002 saw the loss of an avenue of trees with the renewal of the
petrol filling station, but some alternative planting took place.

More efficient use of land
for enabling supermarket
shoppers to park and also to
allow for other town centre
users

Physical changes were made to the car parking and petrol station
arrangement in summer 2004 with a small increase in spaces. Further
changes including demolition of the tyre building on the Merchant Street /
Ferrers Road corner will see a small increase in car parking spaces.
The introduction of the enforced maximum period for parking restrictions
ensures regular turnover and good availability.
The Asda car park occupies a very large area of land in the town centre,
parts of which could accommodate multi level parking releasing land next to
Merchant Street and Ferrers Road for small-scale development.
Baron Road car park:
This is a very popular place to park in the town centre. The car park is
enclosed on two sides with active frontages, and the third with a sports and
snooker centre, making it a more attractive place to park. The car park
includes 3 disabled bays. Current revised arrangements have made this car
park short stay. The introduction of the enforced maximum period for
parking restrictions ensures regular turnover and good availability.
Tyler’s Ride car park
The recent development fronting Ferrers Road and Brickfields Road has
added to the parking pressures in the remaining part of the Tyler’s Ride car
park.

Short stay parking to serve
shops and businesses

Allow for visitors parking

The development has its own car parking area. Visitors to the new
McCarthy & Stone development, including carers and meals on wheels, have
a problem of where to park.
Knight Street car park
This is the smallest of the town centre car parks which has become
established on an original development site.
Ambiguous boundaries lead to confusion between private and public parking
areas. Disordered parking takes place within the island and along the road
edges and private forecourts. There is major conflict between pedestrian
and vehicular use.
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Rationalise existing public
parking area.
Enable development of site
while maintaining car
parking on site or elsewhere
within the town centre.

William de Ferrers School and South Woodham Ferrers Leisure Centre car park
Identification or permit
This car park incorporates the school car park and public parking.
system to control use of the
School parking has not been a problem in the past, due to some staff parking school and leisure centre
car park.
in Baron Road car park, particularly those based in K-block. Since the
Allow for easy access
introduction of time limits in Baron Road and part of the main Asda car
around car park for school
park, many teachers – and centre uses – are now parking in the School and
buses to collect pupils.
Leisure Centre car park. Some people park there and walk to the railway
station, some park there and walk across school grounds to primary school Enforcement of pick up area
adjacent to the swimming
pedestrian entrance off Scholars Walk. As a result the car park is very full.
pool.
The school resists parking restrictions on staff, preferring a town-wide
approach for all long-stay parking. Many school staff have books to transfer
from their car to classrooms, and a parking space is also seen as a benefit of
employment.
NHS clinic car park
The clinic car park is currently restricted to NHS staff. Adjacent are private
parking areas for surgeries (Greenwood, Brickfields medical and Brickfields
dental) and the adjoining pharmacy. There are no designated spaces for
disabled visitors. Whilst these are all private car parks, more efficient use
would ease pressure on public spaces.
Railway station car park
The station operator National Express East Anglia contracts NCP to collect
charges from customers who park in the station car park through pay and
display, and although there are often free spaces in the car park there is an
issue of commuters parking in surrounding streets. There are current
proposals for a Controlled Parking Zone in some of the streets adjacent to
the station. Additionally, a third of the car park is fenced off and is not
available for public use, remaining under Network Rail management. At peak
hours, when commuters arrive and depart, the station car park is a very
busy area. There is an unkempt feel to the station environment with
overgrown vegetation. Essex County Council’s Local Transport Plan
identifies the renewed focus on promotion of the Community Rail
Partnership (Essex and South Suffolk CRP) for the Crouch Valley line.

Proposals – Asda car park:
Improve petrol station access by providing direct access and exit as
an alternative to driving through the car park.

More efficient use of land
for enabling visitors to clinic
and surgeries.

More efficient use of the car
park, improve its physical
condition, ensure it provides
appropriate commuter
parking to support rail
services and to remove
commuter parking from the
town centre.

Potential partners: Asda, SWFTC,
ECC Highways, CBC planning
authority

Introduce two-way access to the southern car park from Squire
Street for vehicles and / or cyclists; provide cycle parking.
Possible multi-storey parking at southern end of Asda car park.
Proposals – Tylers Ride car park
Revise access and layout of car park to ensure most efficient use of
this land, including some short stay car parking.

Potential partners: Asda, SWFTC,
ECC Highways, CBC planning
authority
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Introduce limited stay and enforce / include cameras (cost to install
but a small cost to run).
Proposals – Knight Street car park
Develop land to incorporate public parking. Potential multi-level car
parking.

Potential partners: Asda, SWFTC,
ECC Highways, CBC planning
authority

Proposals – William de Ferrers School and SWF Leisure Centre car park
Limit parking in the southern edge of the main car park between 3
Potential partners: WdF school,
and 4pm, in space set aside for school buses to collect pupils (used by SWFTC, ECC Highways, CBC
planning authority
5 double decker buses).
Enforcement of pick up area along western edge of car park adjacent
to the swimming pool.
Proposals – NHS clinic car park
Introduce designated spaces for needs of the occupants of
surrounding buildings.

Potential partners: Clinic, SWFTC

Re-organise parking layout to include allowance for disabled visitors.

Proposals - Railway station car park
See Environmental Improvements section.
For proposals relating to the railway service see Topic Paper.

Potential partners: National Express
East Anglia, NCP, SWFTC, CBC
planning authority
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Figure 12
Town centre – existing car parks

Figure 13
Town centre proposals
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SECTION 9
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPROVEMENTS
This section addresses a wide range of ways in which improvements to the physical environment can assist
with economic promotion, increased walking and cycling, safer streets and spaces, improved recreation
experience, more social entertainment and trading activity and better management. A programme of
improvements is needed with works designed, specified and costed in order to seek funding.
9.1 Pedestrian routes into and around the town centre
Some people responding to the survey said that the town centre is not very visible from the main roads, and
that walking links into town are indirect and it is not as pleasant as it should be to walk from home, cross the
road and get to the shops. (See figure 15)
9.2 The squares
The town centre has four significant public spaces (see figure 14) all underused and all with failing physical
condition. All have potential to be safe and attractive for increased outdoor activity in support of the
surrounding building occupiers.
Town centre squares
Trinity Square:
Trinity Square is home to important functions of William de Ferrers
School, Trinity St Mary’s CofE (Southern part of building block) and
St Joseph’s Catholic (Northern part) primary schools, Holy Trinity
Church, and the Post Office.
Trinity Square is full of life during the school day. However, the
square is a magnet to groups of young people who frequently engage
in football playing and other games. Over the past few years several
thousand pounds worth of damage has been sustained by the church
and adjacent schools, mostly on account of roof surfers and ball
retrievers (climbing over to reach the school’s inner courtyard).

Queen Elizabeth II Square:
The centrepiece of this square is the bandstand, owned by the Town
Council. There is an issue of its enclosure which has affected greater
use of the bandstand. This facility is prime for events/activities.
Clarify ownership, licensing, publicity issues.
Market Square:
Market Square holds a weekly market and its surfacing in particular is
need of attention.
The land to north immediately outside William de Ferrers school
building (stretch of planting, dwarf walls, benches) is an eyesore and
requires landscape design to enhance space.
Millennium Place:
This space owned by the Town Council is the southern entry point
for pedestrians to the town centre. The town memorial is situated
here along with public seating.

Objective
Partnership project - re-design the
square to encourage positive social
use, discourage potential for
criminal damage and turn it into a
northern focus for the town centre
– a public space activated by
combined school, business, arts,
entertainments and library activity,
with better lighting.
Extension by William de Ferrers
school into the square for an
improved entrance and enlarged
ground floor social space with
reception and gallery.
Function as a northern magnet for
the town centre and offer
something to help retailers while
improving the look of the area.
Improve the desirability of this, the
most central town centre square.

Engage with private landowner.
Encourage the school to work with
the local schools to improve this
particular space.
Maintain this space at this
pedestrian entry point to the town
centre.
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Figure 14 – town centre squares and service yards
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9.3 Buildings for improvement
The William de Ferrers centre has buildings facing Market Square and Trinity Row, including some unsightly
backs and blank walls which need to be reintegrated into the public realm. Starz, and William de Ferrers
School buildings including the boiler house offer opportunities for improvement which would help the vitality
of this part of the town centre.
The George store is a large central building with large areas of blank flank wall that have scope for
improvement.
9.4 Management of the street environment
In South Woodham Ferrers there is a complex set of spaces needing maintenance, combined with a lack of
clarity over responsibilities for all aspects of the street environment including surfacing and street furniture.
Land owners, the Highway Authority, the Borough Council, the Town Council, contractors and utility
companies all have various roles in the street environment.
The poor state of the street environment is raised by many survey respondents who regard the town centre
as run-down and dirty. The key issue for physical improvements is to clarify responsibilities and to identify
objectives against capital resources and to achieve ongoing commitment to maintenance, reinstatement and
management. The Borough, County and Town Councils will need to establish a partnership approach to
development and management of spaces.
9.5 Adopted streetspaces
In 2001 a number of the street spaces in the town centre were adopted as public highway and the Highway
Authority (ECC) became responsible for the maintenance and operation of these streets.
Only one of the main squares is adopted, Trinity Square.
9.6 Privately-owned and managed streetspaces
Two of the main squares, Queen Elizabeth II Square and Market Square, plus many of the central streets and
pedestrian ways, although highly public spaces, are privately owned and maintained.
There is a long standing issue with drains. There are very few public authority adopted drains, instead they are
mainly private-owned by the land freeholders. Mainly 4 inch drains are used which are adequate for domestic
houses or a single shop, but not suitable for restaurants and larger business premises. In addition, surface runoff water drains are not installed to an adoptable standard. Anglian Water and the land owners need to tackle
these issues.
9.7 Green verges, planters and baskets
The town centre has a number of green verges and planters contributing to character but posing ongoing
responsibilities and maintenance issues.
9.8 Alleyways and service areas
The original vision for the town centre service yards (see figure 14) as semi-public areas, was ‘The service yards
are important areas and form part of the hierarchy of the town's spaces. Upper floor accommodation will overlook
these areas and it is essential that the access side is as visually interesting as that of the main square.’ (Town Centre
Phase 1 Design & Development Brief.)
The design brief for the public house (subsequently The Town Crier) recognised the contribution that the
adjacent service yard could make to the public realm and stated that the building should be designed to
enclose the pedestrian/service yard.
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The alleyways look attractive but are perceived as threats to safety and security because they are hidden.
Many regard alleyways and yards as ‘no-mans-land’, where no one takes clear responsibility, however, and
both are shared spaces by private businesses and the public, where the need for clarity over management
responsibilities is particularly important.
9.9 Paving and street-furniture co-ordination
There are a number of organisations responsible for the upkeep of the town centre., and for providing street
furniture such as seats and bins. These organisations, including the Highway Authority, Borough Council,
Town Council, Asda and SW Investments need to work together.
The majority of the town centre is paved in clay pavers in the pedestrian areas and concrete blocks in the
service areas, but there has been an ongoing problem of cleaning particularly between the joints. In addition,
puddles occur where pavers have dipped in the sub soil. Market Square has particular cleaning issues because
of the market.
The buff yellow clay pavers are in a serious condition, with no replacements available. The surface of the
pedestrianised area needs replacing with a new chosen paving material, preferably in quality natural materials
laid in a simple pattern to provide textural interest and indicate through routes.
9.10 Street lighting
Lighting has recently been upgraded to appropriate levels in the pedestrianised areas. Any changes to lighting
should be in line with current guidelines, including to minimise energy use.
9.11 Street cleaning
There are two or three different cleaning agencies dealing with different public areas of the town centre and
Market Square. The different contractors have separate specifications, and operating times. There is a need
for coordination between the CBC Cleansing contractor and private trade refuse contractors used by some
businesses.
Borough Street Cleansing clean all adopted highways in the town and town centre, including the supply and
emptying of litter bins. This includes a contract with Asda-Walmart to sweep the town centre areas in their
ownership. The paving in adopted areas of the town centre is pressure washed twice a year. The Town
Council also employs three part-time Environmental Services Operatives who litter pick the areas of the town
outside the town centre.
There is concern about rubbish often seen lying around, especially in courtyard areas and that generated in
the evening. There is a need for a constant review of provision of bins to meet needs. Dog bin provision
should be reviewed. There is an issue of chewing gum staining, vandalism and graffiti.
9.12 The village neighbourhood centre, the station and industrial areas
The character of the area around the railway station and Warwick Parade is based on the original village
streets but is somewhat dishevelled and in need of minor improvements. The pressure on the station is
intense from commuters converging from the town and from surrounding villages. The station environment is
run-down and unsightly; pedestrians and cyclists have to contend with narrow roads as well as the level
crossing. The character of the industrial estates set by the urban design led approach in the 1970’s still stands
well today although some parts including street spaces would benefit from revitalisation.
9.13 Marsh Farm Country Park
Marsh Farm Country Park is an extensive rural area surrounding three sides of the town including the
Washlands. This countryside setting is one of the most highly valued aspects of the town. It is a nature
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reserve as well as a working farm and offers recreation. The country park is a key asset for the town and has
opportunities for enhanced access and enjoyment.
The key to countryside access are the two car parks: the farm trail dedicated car park and the riverside public
car park serving casual visitors to the wider Marsh Farm Country Park, both under-used, particularly outside
summer months. Riverside car park is owned and managed by Essex County Council, open between dawn and
dusk, and is the only free car park for an Essex country park. The car park has pot-holes and has an unkempt
appearance. While it is litter-picked daily, it deliberately has no litterbins as these were found to attract more
litter around them and encouraged fly tipping. Sign boards in the car park have been destroyed by vandals but
the County Council plans to put up more sturdy boards showing the routes of the walks and giving
information about the history of the country park. There is a small secondary country park car park at Eyotts
Farm in White Tree Court.
The area described as the riverside is the boat club and adjacent car park at the end of Marsh Farm Road. The
sailing club has its own car park.
9.14 Public Art
There are a number of art pieces in the town’s public realm, including sculptures at the entrance to the
swimming pool and at Arlington Square. There are many other types of art, as referred to in the borough
council’s Public Art Strategy which could lead to an arts specialism for the town. The town council has a
dedicated arts officer and further public art projects involving the community could help raise the profile of
the town.
9.15 Pedestrian route improvements in the town centre
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Improve attractiveness of pedestrian access routes from surrounding residential areas together with
publicity to encourage more use of the town centre
Improve security of alleyways with better lighting and more active frontages
Improve town centre surfacing and street furniture, co-ordinate street lamp fixtures
Increase lighting of public areas to improve security and as a way of enhancement
Improve outside areas for the use of all visitors including school pupils
Improve the quality of the streetscape and station area in the village centre neighbourhood area
Improve the safety and appearance of Marsh Farm Road to help attract visitors to the riverside
Promote the use of riverside and its car park throughout the year
Ensure that the Riverside car park is well managed and attractively maintained
Encourage increased riverside and sailing activity at this location

Proposals:
Realign and improve path from Market Square to Compass Gardens – including safe crossing, use of part of
school land on the corner for path, and enlarge park gate. (See figure 15)
Installation of a pedestrian crossing at the junction of Tylers Ride/Brickfields Road. (See figure 15)
Enhance pedestrian route (Scholars Walk) between the schools to neighbouring residential areas.
Potential partners: SWFTC, ECC Highways Authority
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9.16 Proposals for the squares
Proposals – Queen Elizabeth II Square
Short term – repair and replace paving.
Potential partners: SWFTC, Asda-Walmart, ECC Highways
Authority

Proposals – Trinity Square
Short term – (see figure 16)
• Remove damaged wall outside church and repair the ground surface.
• Improve green spaces in ‘Trinity Row’ (between Trinity Square and Brickfields Road) through removing
trees and possibly planters to minimise build up of rubbish.
• Improve blank walls in Trinity Row through art, lighting, or signage.
• Improve or change raised beds, walls etc, including those outside the church.
• Space fronting school, Brickfields Road, clarify responsibilities and amend physical landscape design to
improve safety, maintenance and use of space.
Medium term – school to run ideas competition / project based on the following briefs
•
•
•

Transform Trinity Square into a special place for the town, where school meets community, used by
young and old, day evening and weekend, for performance, exhibition, gathering, surprises.
A bold and exciting new entrance to William de Ferrers centre containing exhibition space and giving
life to Trinity Square.
Use the planter footprint for an exciting local studies/exhibition building with a café aimed at the young
people of the town looking over the public space.

Long term –
Convert the school’s ideas into a project brief for professional Trinity Square masterplan with landscape
proposals, building design proposals, funding sources, programme for implementation.
Potential partners: SWFTC, ECC Highways Authority,
schools, church
Proposals – Market Square
Short term – repair and replace paving.
Potential partners: SWFTC, SW Investments, ECC
Highways Authority
Proposals – Millennium Place
Short-term – maintain upkeep of space and encourage Town Council to work with Asda and ECC to
further improve this southern pedestrian entry point to the town.
Potential partners: SWFTC, Asda
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9.17 Town centre buildings for alteration or improvement
Proposals:
Asda George unit. There are opportunities for physical alterations to increase visibility and improve
adjoining spaces.
Potential partners: Asda-Walmart

South side of William de Ferrers School
•
•
•

Alterations to Starz to distinguish it from school.
Enhance the adjoining William de Ferrers school building to enliven the blank walls.
Boiler house – disguise and brighten up, use art produced by school, attractive entrance, etc. Chimney
disguised or used for other uses too such as banners.

Potential partners: William de Ferrers School, Essex County
Council
9.18 Management of adopted street spaces
Proposals:
Better communications link between ECC highways and town council, to co-ordinate reporting and action
on problem areas.
Potential partners: SWFTC, Asda-Walmart, SW Investments, ECC
Highways Authority
9.19 Management of private owned street spaces
Proposals:
Town-wide standard for maintenance adopted by the agencies that manage the spaces.
Press private landowners to agree to public spaces being adopted for consistency with the approach in the
remainder of the town.
Establish a contact and information exchange network between the landowners, the Town Council and the
Borough Council to clarify responsibilities for public spaces and drainage, resolve specific issues and
generate pragmatic measures to enable a shared understanding about the specific character and economic
role of SWF.
Potential partners: SWFTC, Asda-Walmart, SW Investments, ECC
Highways Authority
9.20 Green amenity in the town centre
Proposals:
Dedicate some spaces to local organisations to use and maintain, or invite local people undertake to look
after them for their own benefit.
Optimise the recreational value of green verges by installing benches and tree planting.
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Businesses to sponsor provision and maintenance of baskets and planters.
Potential partners: SWFTC, ECC Highways Authority, businesses

9.21 Alleyways and service yards
Proposals:
Replace solid roller shutters in the alleyway between Market Square and Trinity Square (by St Johns
Ambulance shop) with open grills to reinstate active frontage with lighting.
Service areas – proposal for Chandlers Way service access/yard: demarcate cross route for pedestrians
with paving flush to existing surface, introduce green (baskets / planters)
Potential partners: land owner, businesses
9.22 Street surfaces, street lighting and street furniture
Proposals:
Programme of paving renewal (see figure 17). Improve street surfacing throughout as part of the
programme to resurface the town centre. Use clay blocks that are of adequate thickness and to
complement the past trend of basket weave pattern. Organise maintenance regime that is appropriate to
new surface.
Improve street lighting for the town centre, and increase quality, through creation of a partnership fund for
additional lighting. Encourage light fittings attached to buildings.
Establish a recognised style for South Woodham Ferrers street furniture – colour blue as a ‘town colour’.
Review position of litter bins to ensure appropriate coverage and replace existing with a unified bin type
for the town centre.
Potential partners: SWFTC, Asda-Walmart, SW Investments,
ECC Highways Authority
9.23 Environmental improvements to the village centre, station and industrial areas
Proposals:
Station improvements:
• Redesigned, wider entrance to allow for in and out for cars.
• Parking restrictions in surrounding streets and expansion of railway station car park.
• Formalise and improve taxi service buildings and waiting area at railway station.
• Creation of additional parking on south side of railway line adjacent to Woodham Halt to be
incorporated with development opportunity.
• Signposting from station car park into other areas of town, for cars and pedestrians/cyclists.
• Encourage community groups to look after station.
• Safe walking areas for pedestrians.
• Improved CCTV.
• Investigate incentives to encourage parking at station.
Potential partners: National Express East Anglia, Taxi company, NCP,
Network Rail
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Village centre
Private forecourt improvements in Hullbridge Road – encourage private owners to improve their
forecourts.
Improvement of parking at Post Office / OneStop (Tesco) shop and enforcement of delivery times as
agreed on planning permission; removal of inappropriate neon signs at post office.
Improve pedestrian and car access at Warwick Parade, including car park at rear, realign pavement
alongside shops to rear of car park, improve pavement (for improved safety).
Hullbridge Road – co-ordinate improvements to pavements and hedgerows, one will affect the other and
should be done together.
Possible new pedestrian crossings on Hullbridge Road.
Investigate alternative location for taxi office within railway station car park.
Potential partners: owners, SWFTC, CBC planning authority
Industrial areas
Eastern Industrial Estate – improve landscaping within the estate.
Improve road surface at Saltcoats Industrial Estate and Woodham Halt
Create access link between Haltwhistle Road and Woodham Halt to the station.
Potential partners: Owners, businesses, ECC Highways Authority
9.24 Marsh Farm Country Park
Proposals:
Devise scheme to enable easier access for wheelchairs up to the sea wall, particularly from Marsh Farm
Road – create a ramp that is appropriate for the countryside setting.
Revise verge alignment, improve pedestrian visibility, calm traffic speed, maintain verges and the height of
reeds bordering road.
Potential partners: ECC, Marsh Farm, Environment Agency
9.25 Riverside Car Park
Proposals:
Redesign, resurface and resign the car park.
Robust interpretation board about wildlife, history and walks (to replace vandalised item).
Provide information about existing facilities (visitor centre, tearoom, shop and toilets) available at the
Visitor Centre car park.
Other enhancements such as seating.
Survey the riverside car park to propose new facilities and improvements.
Consider providing toilets with easy access from the Country Park car park for visitors and signpost
existing toilets in the visitor centre car park.
Consider appropriate temporary leisure uses on parts of the Riverside Car Park whilst ensuring there is
still adequate parking.
Potential partners: ECC Highways Authority, Marsh Farm
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9.26 Public Art
Proposals:
Encourage art in the public realm including incorporation in development schemes and community led
projects
Potential partners: SWFTC, CBC, ECC, landowners, businesses
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Figure 15
Town centre – Main pedestrian connections
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Figure 16
Trinity Square and Trinity Row improvement proposals
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Figure 17
Paving and green verges
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Figure 18 – The village neighbourhood centre improvement opportunities
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Figure 19
Railway station environment - proposed improvements
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SECTION 10
CARING FOR THE TOWN
10.1 Introduction
The special character of the town comes from the original design philosophy from the 1970s. The bland
suburban norms of that time were avoided by strong design principles based on picturesque clusters of
buildings, designing-in of parking, the influence of Essex building types, local materials, carefully proportioned
elevations and attention to details of windows and doors. The urban design principles were applied equally to
residential, industrial and town centre areas. Residents value the quality and properties remain generally wellkept showing that the community are proud of where they live and work.
Design guidance to assist designers in the formulation of schemes, to improve the quality of development and
to help achieve the optimum use of land is provided in Chelmsford Borough Council’s Making Places SPD.
This is not repeated here, but the principles listed will help property owners to protect the unique character
and maintain quality. This guidance will apply in the following situations:
•
•
•

Designing changes for planning permission
Designing changes that are permitted development but are subject to covenant control
Designing changes where there is control within the lease

10.2 Planning permission
When planning permission is required, this guidance will be used by Borough planners in the assessment of
proposals.
10.3 Covenant control
Although ‘permitted development’ means some alterations and additions to houses can be undertaken
without the need to make a planning application, about 75% of the residential properties in the town have
covenants attached to the deeds requiring covenant consent for:
•
•
•
•
•
•

replacement windows and doors;
all extensions (whatever their size);
conservatories;
conversion of garages;
installation of rooflights;
other smaller alterations.

Minor developments can sometimes have an individual or cumulative effect on the appearance and quality of a
property or group of properties. Concerned that indiscriminate changes and alterations to individual
properties could damage the special qualities of buildings, Essex County Council placed restrictive covenants
on its land sales, controlling what alterations subsequent owners could make to their properties. The County
Council dealt with covenant consent applications but now give a ‘deemed consent’ if certain criteria are met.
The covenants have established general awareness of building quality and sense of place. The design standards
promoted by the County Council through its covenants and leasehold controls have, over the years,
established a good base to maintain quality of the built environment and preserve the value of properties.
These established design principles form the basis of the following guidance for South Woodham Ferrers
houses and commercial buildings.
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10.4 Objectives
•
•
•
•

Maintain the special South Woodham Ferrers character when extending and altering properties
Achieve well-designed buildings
Reinstate original designs of windows and other details where inappropriate alterations have taken place
Minimise adverse impact on neighbours’ quality of life

10.5 Houses and blocks of flats
The impact of work on adjoining properties should be minimised to avoid harming neighbours’ quality of life,
as follows:
Extensions
• Maintaining visual harmony in the street by preserving gaps between properties
• Quality, scale, materials, window proportions and roof pitch should relate to and reflect the
existing house
• Flat roofs should be avoided on single storey and are unacceptable on two storey extensions
(see also CBC leaflet on side extensions)
Porch canopies and porches
• Flat roofed porches should be avoided
• Enclosed porches should not be over-dominant
• Pre-fabricated and lightweight structures should be avoided.
Dormer windows and rooflights
• Roof extensions to make headroom are discouraged, because they create excessive bulk
• Flat roofed and box dormers should be avoided, and rooflights kept to a minimum
• Windows should reflect door and window symmetry of property
(see also CBC leaflet on roof extensions)
Windows
• Replacements should be like-for-like, or revert to original designs, with symmetrical glazing bars
• Imitation leaded lights to be avoided
• Avoid top-hung windows
• The opening area of any window should not be increased in any alteration
• Sliding sash windows should be retained through repair of faults
Doors
• Proportions and glazing patterns deserve special attention, whilst avoiding poor imitations of
traditional designs
• Common designs of door should be used in a terrace of identical properties
Conversion of garages / carports
• Planning permission may be required – check conditions in original planning permission
• Effects of loss of parking space should be considered
• Lightweight garage doors should be avoided, and materials should match main property
Chimney stacks
• Brick built chimneys are preferable, built at the centre line of a gable wall, or through the centre of the
roof ridge
• Holes in external walls to accommodate a flue should be avoided
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Conservatories
• Preference is for a designed extension rather than a proprietary conservatory, for a longer lifespan, and
better heating and insulation
• Flat roofs should be avoided, steeper slopes create a better appearance in the context of South
Woodham Ferrers houses
• White painted timber structure over a brick base achieves a harmonious appearance with South
Woodham Ferrers houses
Fences and walls
• For front gardens, hedges are preferable to fencing or walls
• For side and rear gardens, boundaries next to a road or open space, brick walls to match the house are
encouraged
• Fences and walls are not appropriate for open plan estates
Front gardentss
• It would be preferable to landscape rather than pave all front gardens to help increase local biodiversity
and maintain drainage
• Planting should be undertaken with local, native species where possible
Vehicles in front gardens
• Avoid parking in front gardens less than 5m deep to minimise visual intrusion of vehicles
• Surfacing and planting should be designed to minimise intrusion
• Preference for caravans and boats to be stored in back gardens
Sheds
• Dark stained or painted timber preferred, and concrete or pre-fabricated materials to be avoided
Floodlights/security lights/satellite dishes
• Satellite dishes should be placed on side or rear elevations, to minimise clutter on front elevations
• External cabling should be kept to an absolute minimum
10.6 Commercial premises
Active and vibrant frontages should be encouraged with integrated plant and wiring to maintain an integrated
approach and avoid unnecessary clutter, as follows:
Shopfronts
• Well-designed shop fronts and displays to be encouraged, with internal security grills (behind the
window) in preference to external roller shutters
• Box signs and advertisement boards to be avoided, with a preference for sign-written fascia boards,
hanging or projecting signs in proportion to the shop front
• External spotlighting preferred to internally illuminated signs
• Fully retractable awnings can add interest to the street scene
Plant equipment
• Should be integrated into the design of the building on elevations away from public view
• Any plant housings should use local materials to match the surroundings
Overhead wires
• No overhead electricity or telephone wires
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APPENDIX 1
Planning policy background
New development plan
Chelmsford Borough Council is in the process of producing a Local Development Framework (LDF) to guide
all development in the Chelmsford Borough to 2021.
Core policies
The core document in the LDF, the Core Strategy and Development Control Policies DPD, adopted in
February 2008, describes the strategy of managing growth, protecting the environment, strengthening
communities, making better places and increasing prosperity. It contains the policies that will shape
development across the whole borough until 2021.
The guiding principle of the long-term planning framework for the Borough is focusing new development in
locations where there are existing services and facilities whilst enhancing the environment and avoiding flood
risk.
In terms of the Borough’s settlement hierarchy South Woodham Ferrers is identified as one of the two Urban
Areas, the other being Chelmsford. The Spatial Strategy emphasis on delivering new housing (in the period up
to 2011) will be maximising the re-use of previously–developed land and buildings within existing built-up
areas.
Some of the core policies relate specifically or generally to South Woodham Ferrers, and these are listed
below with the impact they have for this plan.
Theme 1 Managing Growth
Core Policy

Impact on SWF

CP2 – sets out the
spatial strategy for
the Borough

The spatial strategy identifies the urban areas of Chelmsford and SWF as the main
focus for new development.

CP3 – phasing of
the spatial strategy

Sequential test 1st, Chelmsford town centre, 2nd, previously developed sites with the
Urban Areas (SWF is one) and Defined Settlements.

CP4 – sets out how
CBC will require
planning
contributions to
meet infrastructure
requirements

SWF not directly mentioned but the policy targets all new development and the
infrastructure requirements which are required to support the development and
mitigate the impact of that development on existing community interests.

CP5 – containing
urban growth

Urban growth will be contained by defining the physical limit of the urban areas of
Chelmsford and SWF and the Defined Settlements.

CP6 – promoting
urban renaissance

CBC will promote sustainable urban living through development proposals that
support a diverse range of uses where people live, work and enjoy leisure time.
The primary focus of this urban renaissance is the existing town centres including
South Woodham Ferrers.
Within the Urban Area of South Woodham Ferrers, the Borough Council will
expect development to make the best use of previously developed land whilst
protecting and enhancing the character of existing built up areas.
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The Borough Council will require development proposals to enhance the image,
vitality, safety, environmental quality, employment opportunities and social
inclusiveness of these areas.
CP8 – promoting
accessibility

All development proposals to be accessible to people of all abilities and in
accordance with following modal hierarchy:
(1) Walking, (2) cycling, (3) public transport (including taxis), (4) powered two
wheelers, (5) commercial vehicles, (6) cars.

Theme 2 Environmental protection and enhancement
CP9 – protecting
areas of natural and
archaeologica and
built heritage
importance

CBC will seek to sustain biodiversity, archaeological and geological conservation by
ensuring sites of international, national regional and local importance are protected
and enhanced.
Conservation Areas, Listed Buildings, Protected Lanes.
Seek to ensure that the open rural character of the undeveloped coastline within the
Coastal Protection Belt is protected.

CP10 – protection
from flooding

CBC will require that development is protected from flooding and that appropriate
measures are implemented to mitigate flood risk.

CP12 – protecting
and enhancing
recreational
provision
CP14 –
environmental
quality and
landscape character

Seek to maintain and enhance the provision of formal and informal recreation
facilities, at appropriate locations including the designation of new local parks and
gardens, country parks and other public open spaces.
CBC will promote and support the enhancement of the environmental quality of the
Borough’s countryside and settlements. Visual impact of all development proposals
on the landscape will be considered against the SPD on landscape character.

Theme 3 Balanced communities
CP15 – meeting the
housing needs of
our communities

CBC will require a mix of dwelling types, sizes and accommodation, to
accommodate a balance of different household types and lifestyle choices to
contribute to the creation of mixed and inclusive communities.

CP16 – promoting
social inclusion

Will promote social inclusion through equality of opportunity and access for all to
social, educational, health, employment, recreational, green space, community
buildings and cultural facilities. Proposals which maintain or improve local services
will be considered favourably.

Theme 4 Quality of life
CP18 – providing
new community and
social facilities

CBC will ensure that new community facilities are developed as an integral part of
proposals for major new residential development. Such facilities will be accessible to
all sections of the community and will be secured by a range of funding measures
and planning contributions including standard charges where necessary.

CP20 – achieving
well designed high
quality places

CBC will require the layout and design of all new development to create well
designed high quality successful places.

CP21 – ensuring
buildings are well
designed

All new buildings to be well designed, fit for purpose, appropriate for the site and its
setting and adaptable for long term use. New buildings should be designed to make
best use of sustainable construction techniques. CBC will expect the improvement
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and extension of existing buildings to meet changing needs and to sustain the
housing and commercial building stock.
Theme 5 Economic prosperity
CP22 – securing
economic growth

Supports proposals which achieve renewal and improvement of business sites and
premises throughout the urban areas of South Woodham Ferrers. The policy states
that support will be given to proposals that secure job growth within ‘high value’
businesses, premium retailing and small to medium sized commercial activities.

CP25 - supporting
South Woodham
Ferrers Town
Centre and
Neighbourhood
Centres

Support the viability and vitality of South Woodham Ferrers town centre and
neighbourhood centre by enhancing the existing mix of uses and encouraging
environmental improvements.
The Borough Council will work with SWF Town Council to prepare and adopt an
A Plan for South Woodham Ferrers SPD to support further investment within SWF
Town Centre.

CP26 – freight
transport

Provision for the efficient movement of goods. For larger scale movement of freight
and goods, transporting goods by rail needs to be considered, wherever possible.
CBC will seek to minimise the environmental impact of freight transport and to
work with ECC and other partners to agree designated lorry routes and freight
handling facilities….
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Development control policies
Development control policies, in conjunction with the core policies, are the basis for determination of
planning applications for development and use of land and buildings in the Borough. These are listed below
with the impact they have for this plan.
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DC policy

Impact on South Woodham Ferrers

DC3
Managing
development
density

Proposals shall optimise the capacity of the site in a manner that is compatible with
use, intensity, scale, character and grain of the surrounding area and the size of the site.
Within the town centre the Borough Council will seek to secure density of at least 50
dwellings per hectare (p/ha). Outside of the town centre densities above 30 dwellings
p/ha will be sought. For more detailed guidance see the SPD on Making Places.

DC5
Securing mixed
use

All major development proposals within South Woodham Ferrers Town Centre will
be required to provide an appropriate mix of uses. The policy includes some criteria
for town centre schemes.

DC10
Coastal
Protection Belt

Within the Coastal Protection Belt planning permission will not be granted for
development that would adversely affect the undeveloped coastline, its special features
and characteristics.

DC13
Sites of
biodiversity and
geological value

In determining planning applications appropriate weight will be attached to designated
sites of international, national and local importance, protected species, and to
biodiversity and geological interests. Planning permission will not be granted for
development that would result in significant harm, (unless it can clearly demonstrate
criteria stipulated in policy). Where possible, the Borough Council will expect
development proposals to promote opportunities for the incorporation of beneficial
biodiversity and geological features within the design.

DC19
Scheduled
Ancient
Monuments

Planning permission will be refused for development which would adversely affect a
Scheduled Ancient Monument or its setting.

DC21
Archaeology

Planning permission will be granted for development affecting archaeological sites
providing it protects, enhances and preserves sites of archaeological interest and their
settings.
Proposals for redevelopment or change of use of any premises that provide facilities or
services which support the local community, whether of a commercial nature or not,
will only be permitted where the Borough Council is satisfied to a number of criteria
(listed in the policy).

DC37
Protecting
community
services and
facilities
DC50
Promotion of
employment
clusters

The development of employment clusters in the following sectors are supported (i)
finance, insurance and banking, (ii) research and development, (iii) information and
technology, (iv) health industries/biotechnology. Development proposals which
promote these clusters at Western Industrial Estate (Haltwhistle Road off Ferrers
Road, plus Woodham Halt which is included in the designated area) are appropriate.

DC51
Location of
business
development –
employment
areas (urban)

The expansion, conversion or redevelopment of premises for Classes B1(a, b and c)
uses will be permitted at the following Employment Areas: Western Industrial Estate
(Haltwhistle Road off Ferrers Road plus Woodham Halt).
Proposals for business developments of less than 500 sq. m. gross floorspace will be
allowed within the Urban Areas of Chelmsford and South Woodham Ferrers and the
Defined Settlements provided that the site would not have an unacceptable impact on
the amenities, character or appearance of the area.
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DC52
Industrial and
warehouse
development –
employment
areas (urban)
DC59
Primary retail
frontages

The expansion, conversion or redevelopment of premises for Class B2 and B8 uses will
be permitted at the following Employment Areas: Eastern Industrial Estate (including
Blackall Industrial Estate), Saltcoats Industrial Estate, and Western Industrial Estate (as
DC55 above).

DC60
Secondary retail
frontages

Proposals for retail, leisure and culture uses will be supported. Changes from Class A1
retail uses to other uses will have to meet a list of criteria. Uses for offices, leisure or
residential on upper floors will be supported in both primary and secondary frontages.

DC62
Public car parking
provision

Recognises the need for well managed short stay car parking for the commercial
viability of the town centre, and any parking must be designed to highest environmental
and safety standards.

DC64
Car parking in
South Woodham
Ferrers Town
Centre

Planning permission will be refused for development that leads to a net-loss of public
car parking including that which is privately owned in the town centre. Development
proposals that physically re-configure public car parking for efficiency will be
encouraged.

Proposals for retail use will be supported and changes from Class A1 retail uses to
other Class A uses will have to ensure the balance of retail vitality and viability would
not be significantly harmed and meet a number of criteria.

Other planning guidance
Chelmsford Borough Council has also published extra documents to show how the proposals and policies in
the Core Strategy will be applied. These are called supplementary planning documents (SPD) and this plan will
itself become SPD.
Others which have completed the consultation stage are on:
•
Affordable Housing - a practical guide to the implementation of the planning policies on affordable
housing
•
Sustainable Development - how new development can be energy efficient and minimises the production
of waste through sustainable construction techniques
•
Making Places – achieving better quality development at higher densities to raise the standard of design
in residential and mixed use development across the Borough
New SPD documents that are being consulted on alongside the Plan for South Woodham Ferrers cover:
•
Planning Contributions - detailed requirements for planning obligation contributions and the method of
implementing a tariff-based approach to securing necessary strategic infrastructure
•
Landscape Character - a detailed Borough-wide assessment of landscape character
Regional and national policy
All the Borough Council’s policies follow on from regional and national policies. Some of these are listed
below:
East of England Plan, Regional Spatial Strategy
•
PPS12 – preparation of development plans
•
PPS6 – town centre development
•
PPS25 – development in flood plains
•
PPS9 – biodiversity and geological conservation
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APPENDIX 2
Public recreational spaces
Type of space
Parks and gardens

Comments

Compass Gardens

The only town park. Its position on the east side of town leaves the west side
effectively without a park.
With a national recommended standard of 2ha park space per1000 population, SWF
is underprovided without any prospect of new park space within the existing town.
The garden of remembrance is a two hectare haven of calm but should not be
regarded as a recreational space.

Outdoor sports facilities
Formal sports pitches, courts and tracks, including private playing fields with community use
Saltcoats Park
William de Ferrers school playing fields
(community access)
Village Hall playing fields
Champions Manor Hall bowls green

With a recommended standard of 0.85 ha of playing pitches per 1000, there is an
under-supply of pitches in the town. The estimated need is for 2 adult football, 3
junior football, 2 mini football and 3 junior rugby pitches to meet current and
predicted demands.
The PPG17 report identified that pitch facilities in the borough appear to be
‘average to good’ however playing pitches in SWF were generally considered (by
users) to be among the worst in the borough. Saltcoats Park has had playing surface
issues and since the (2004) report much capital investment has been spent on pitch
drainage and also on pavilion improvements. The prices for hiring pitches in the
borough compares favourably with surrounding districts.
There is also a need for an equipped informal ball games court near the centre of
the town. The national standard is 0.40 ha courts per 1000 people.

Natural and semi natural public open space, including fully accessible ecological areas
Woodham Fenn
Fenn Common
Haltwhistle Road / Ferrers Road
Osterley Place
Gimli Watch
Creekview Road
Ferrers Road west, east side –southern part
Washlands
Frankland Fields
Salthaven Community Orchard

These accessible and valued spaces are all suitable for informal recreation for all
ages. The provision is generally good. Existing spaces can be improved through local
improvement projects.
Parts of the Country Park are not always fully accessible due to animal farming, but
they are a highly valuable recreational ecological asset.
Proposals to designate Frankland Fields and Washlands as a Local Nature Reserve
are being explored to meet the objectives of CBCs Biodiversity Action Plan.
Standard: 2.0 ha per 1000 population

Amenity green space
Local greens and green amenity areas.
There are many small local green spaces,
located mainly within residential areas.

The objective is to have a pleasant public green space for informal recreation within
about 10 minutes walk of all homes. Amenity green spaces help to improve the
setting and visual impact of housing. There is good provision across the town of
this type of open space. Although the aim for informal recreational spaces is for one
hectare minimum and laid out to deter ball games.
Existing open spaces need to be made as pleasant as possible by means of specific
improvement and maintenance proposals, with possible community input.

Children’s play areas and provision for young people
Children’s play areas with equipment and
informal ball games space.

The objective is to have a usable space in close proximity to housing. There is a
general deficit across the borough of both children’s play areas and kickabout areas.
The needs are a for new junior play area in the south west of town and a preschool/infant play area in the north west corner of town.
Existing areas need to be made as pleasant as possible by means of specific
improvement proposals.

Allotments
There is one allotment site at Marsh Farm
Road of half a hectare of high quality land.

This is a very small provision for the town. Even though the majority of homes have
private gardens with opportunities for growing, additional allotment land is highly
desirable.
Standard: 0.3 ha per 1000 population
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TOPIC PAPERS
There are a number of issues that have been highlighted in the preparation of the Plan for South Woodham
Ferrers, through the public and stakeholder consultation and through meetings of the Steering Group. Many
are not issues that can be controlled by or achieved through planning policy or guidance, and so cannot be
included in a draft supplementary planning document.
However, they represent issues where there is a clear desire to bring about change. They are important to
the realisation of a successful and balanced community, and will be implemented through community initiatives
and lobbying action.
Type of proposal

Targeted to

Covering

Community self help and
campaigning action

Local interest groups

Business development

Businesses

Measures that can be implemented by the
community itself. This could include targeting
official bodies to fulfil civic responsibilities.
Measures that business interests will be able to
progress.

These issues are included in these Topic Papers, to highlight where change could be achieved and influence
could be exerted, in partnership, to achieve improvements.
The Topic Papers are:
•

Health facilities

•

Business

•

The Schools

•

Youth leisure needs and provision

•

Events and entertainment

•

Bus and rail services

•

Marsh Farm
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Topic Paper: Health facilities

While it is recognised that healthcare provision for the town is very good, issues raised by users included the
difficulty of accessing Broomfield and St Peter's Hospitals and other centres for appointments and for visiting,
whether by public transport or by car.
In addition, concern was expressed for the level of support for those who care for others within the
community, and the challenges faced by the recently bereaved, those who live alone and people with longterm illness or disability (including children with special needs and their families) who can easily become
overlooked within a relatively affluent and healthy community such as South Woodham Ferrers.
A local pressure group, SWF Healthcare 2000 Group, has engaged both professional and lay people in
securing growth in the local provision of diagnostic, clinical and therapeutic services, e.g. ophthalmology,
physiotherapy, phlebotomy, ultrasound, podiatry, mental health, healthy living and caring. Current
restructuring of NHS primary care services presents both challenges and opportunities that the group intends
to pursue on behalf of local residents, in particular with the Locality Group of GPs and the new Mid Essex
Primary Care Trust which now share responsibility for delivery of healthcare services in and to South
Woodham Ferrers.
South Woodham Ferrers is well placed to maximize the opportunities offered by the new policies designed to
bring emergency care to the community, using flexible resources, onsite diagnostics, and appropriate and
proportionate responses.
Proposals:
Improve transport links between South Woodham Ferrers and hospitals that serve the town.
Better promotion of those bus links that do exist – a leaflet or regular advert in Focus.
Better promotion of Community Transport services for people with disabilities/no personal transport.
Healthy living initiatives such as GP referral exercise schemes, sports development, recreational
facilities / programmes for the over 60’s, Heart & Sole healthy walk schemes.
Consider improved health facilities including the provision of an MRI scanner and X - Ray equipment.

Potential partners: Transport operators, Primary Care Trust,
campaign groups, SWF Town Council
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Topic Paper: Business

One key issue raised by shoppers and traders is a perception that shop rents in South Woodham Ferrers are
pitched too high, at ‘High Street’ levels. In fact, rental levels vary within the town centre from about £14 per
sq ft to £24 per sq ft, depending on location. These rental levels compare favourably with Chelmer Village
(seven shops opposite Asda), units adjoining Asda at Shoebury and at the Vineyards, Great Baddow. Rent
levels for Maldon and Moulsham Street are significantly higher.
There is also a desire to see the role of the town centre change from purely a shopping area towards a
specialist centre for shopping, sport, sounds, sights and socialising, for both the daytime and evening.
Introducing some level of town centre management could help to bring about this change, and act as a catalyst
for town centre development activity.
A number of proposals are listed to enable partners to work together towards combating difficulties with
meeting rental payments and attracting new businesses to the town, and towards creating desired changes in
the town centre’s role. Partners include shop landlords, letting agents, market operators, and business
occupiers.
Proposals:
Landlords encouraged to give longer, more flexible lease terms to meet current market conditions; to
consider making contributions to the cost of fitting out; proactively advertise vacant units; exercise
influence to get the right businesses in; consider short term lowering of rents to attract new tenants.
Promotional campaign to promote the small shops alongside the superstore.
Offer concession areas in vacant shops to complementary independent businesses, akin to department
stores.
Establish a traders association for all business owners and tenants (whole town centre) to share
information, ideas and updates
Target specialist / niche retailers who might occupy shop units – sports equipment, outdoor pursuits,
cycling and skating, musical instruments, electronics, second hand books, motoring ephemera, specialist
car spares, model making, antiques, retail with associated mail-order, cafes.
Encourage owners and the relevant letting agents to be open to imaginative use of empty commercial
units for displays, temporary uses, and community initiatives.
Promote and invigorate the market, review the trading times, attract new traders, run specialist markets
including farmers’ / gourmet, food, crafts, seasonal markets, markets with music.
Promote Chipping Row and Guild Way as retail attractions in their own right – encourage them as a
location for food and gifts.
Extend shop opening hours, also solicitors, doctors, dentists – e.g. in line with Asda hours, on particular
occasions, one day a week, or special events.
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Create an evolving role for the town centre as a special centre for shopping, sport, sounds, sights and
socialising, daytime and evening. This might include:
• Promoting and building the existing sport and leisure activity and spilling into the town spaces;
• An Alternative Sports day one day a year, such as exhibitions and demonstrations of non-mainstream
sports;
• Stimulating specialist trading, attracting customers from afield;
• Developing the arts, drama, music, entertainment around Trinity Square (People’s Place) based on
intensive use of Dame Elizabeth Hall;
• Entertainment activity in turn stimulating eating, drinking, in the evening;
• Extending the range, quality and publicity of entertainment in the existing venues;
• Shaking up the market and developing crafts and seasonal market formats;
• Using the squares for public fun, celebration and entertainment.
Encourage the Oakland Hotel to generate new visitor markets. Develop and improve function as a live
entertainment venue, also for conferences and special events. Sponsor market square outdoor music
events.
Start town manager initiatives rolling.
Consult Chelmsford Town Centre Partnership.
Seek funding to employ a suitable worker for the post.
Mobilise energetic people to generate arts, organise events, organise markets, publicise and promote,
generate partnership working, promote occupation of industrial buildings, while permanent post being
developed.
Increase police / security patrols in town centre to give greater assurance to visitors, particularly in the
evenings.
Potential partners: Business Association, Asda, retail landlords, letting
agents, the market management, police, SWF Town Council
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Topic Paper: The Schools
A key focus for Town Centre activity and character is the William de Ferrers School and the two primary
schools (St. Joseph’s Catholic and Trinity St. Mary’s Church of England). William de Ferrers School is now the
second largest school in Essex (1840 pupils, including 200 sixth formers) with a pupil intake of 319 last year,
including 120 from outside the town. The school is popular and buoyant, and as a result currently around 20%
of pupils at the school come from outside the town. Students moving between school buildings and around
the town create a busy daytime atmosphere in the town, with 500 pupils crossing Trinity Square each hour
between the main school building and extra accommodation on the opposite corner, known as K-block.
William de Ferrers School is home to a host of other shared community facilities, which would be unlikely to
exist in the town were it not for the school’s presence. These facilities include:
• Library – public library run by ECC Learning Services on school land, recently reorganised and upgraded.
• School Hall – is available for hire but not much used. With fold back seating for around 200 people, stage
lighting, projection screen, etc the hall offers much scope for cultural and community activities.
• Youth Centre – called Starz this is run by Essex County Council and is open in the evenings, with direct
access off Trinity Row.
• Swimming pool – pool is run by CBC as part of the sports centre, and the town’s schools have 12 hours’
free use a week between them.
• Sports fields and courts – used by the school in school hours, and run by CBC from 6pm Friday, all day
Saturday and Sunday.
• Sports facilities (badminton courts, 2 gym areas, climbing wall, sports hall) - used by the school in school
hours, and run by CBC from 6pm Monday to Friday, and all day Saturday and Sunday.
The Government wants every school to have a Travel Plan by 2010 - prepared by the school community, for
both pupils and staff, in partnership with the education and transport authority, the police and health
authority. Travel Plans show the schools’ commitment to increasing safe and sustainable ways to travel to
school and will include targets for reducing car use and increasing walking and cycling and improvements to
the road near the school and nearby connecting routes. At present, only one of the town’s seven schools has
not prepared a Travel Plan.
The schools that have produced a School Travel Plan are Trinity St Mary’s Church of England Primary,
William de Ferrers School, Elmwood Primary, The Chetwood Primary, Collingwood Primary, Woodville
Primary.
There are also four primary schools outside the town centre which impact on traffic and movement around
the town.
Proposals:
Initiate a partnership with William de Ferrers School to linking business and education, offering more
insights into retailing, work experience, sponsorship of arts, use of vacant units.
Make better use of the Dame Elizabeth Hall, for example as an occasional cinema / film club, and for
higher profile touring theatre productions. CBC and SWF arts development officer could help to identify
and market suitable productions.
Potential partners: WdF School, Asda, Business Association, CBC, SWF Town Council
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Topic Paper: Youth leisure needs and provision

Research has shown the perception about the level of activity available for young people differs between
young people coming into the town from other areas, who say there are lots of things to do, and those who
live in the town, who claim there is a need for more things to do.
It is also recognised that young people in the town do not always want to get involved with organised activity,
such as Scouts and Guides, and that many would prefer informal activities such as music or sport. There is
also an affordability issue around some activities, particularly for those who are too young to go to pubs or
clubs. Many younger people vent their youthful high spirits on the streets, leading to older residents’ concerns
about damage to property, anti-social behaviour and intimidation.
This clearly leads to an opportunity for young people themselves to identify the types of activities they would
like to be involved in, and the potential for them to become directly involved with organising and managing
activities. Some youth representation exists through the youth council, although this is presently dormant, and
Starz in addition to formal groups, and further groups might emerge through the proposals.
The district wide Children’s and Young Persons Strategic Partnership identifies that there is scope to provide
further opportunity for young people to directly influence services they can use.
Proposals:
Investigate funding sources, approach successful groups for advice on funding to provide youth facility in
central location, incorporate Starz and Bar ’n’ Bus activity (this facility is provided by all of the churches
in the town working in partnership with one another).
Creation of publicity website or booklet promoting youth activities and groups, as a project for young
people themselves (Starz, Youth Council, Cadets, Scouts, Guides).
Provide youth and internet café. Town centre location ideally in the cultural quarter in proximity to
Market Square.
Provide a young persons venue, a place to meet and talk without necessarily having to make a purchase.

Engage with the youth of the town in town planning activities, and encourage the work of the town’s
youth council.
Promote better access to and use of school based facilities, buildings and playing fields.

Set up and promote opportunities for young people to perform music in public spaces
Potential partners: Children’s and Young Persons Strategic Partnership, Starz, Youth Council, Cadets,
Scouts, Guides business association, police
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Topic Paper: Bus and rail services

It has been recognised though the consultation that there is a poor bus-rail interchange at the railway station.
There is also conflict between pedestrian and vehicle movement due to poor quality of the station
infrastructure, leading to concerns about personal safety. Users also say that the rail service is overcrowded
at peak travel times but under-utilised at other times, particularly on the journey home from the London
direction, but under-utilised at other times. Train frequency and links to other stations / lines are better from
Wickford, and many commuters drive to Wickford rather than taking the train from South Woodham
Ferrers.
Partners include National Express East Anglia, Network Rail, First Buses, all local bus operators that serve the
town including NIBS, Stephensons, Fords, and the East Essex Transport Forum, which has a remit for rail user
issues, such as changes to timetables. The CRP ‘Adopt a Station’ scheme encourages the local community to
take on a station to seek improvements. The Friends of South Woodham Ferrers Station are an active group
who care for the station garden and engage in promotional activities to encourage visitors by train. Any future
proposed developments in this area will have to address this issue as a priority.
Proposals:
Work with bus and rail companies to achieve better integration of services.
Promotion of trains and services / incentives during off-peak hours to ensure higher overall usage.
Work with the rail company to secure environmental improvements, reduce pedestrian/vehicle conflict
and improve waiting facilities.
Engage Crouch Valley Line, Essex & Suffolk Community Rail Partnership, other relevant organisations,
towards defining and implementing specific improvements.
Late buses to ensure safe access to recreation and leisure activities, affordable fares to promote social
inclusion.
Potential partners: National Express East Anglia, Network Rail, bus operators, County transport, local
campaign groups including the Community Rail Partnership
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Topic Paper: Events and entertainment
Public consultation indicated although some people felt there are enough sports facilities (although the
consultants PPG17 assessment found that there are deficiencies in sports facilities), many people do they feel
there is a need for other social and entertainment facilities.
It is recognised that there is a lack of arts, performance, film venues and public art gallery. The town centre
cinema closed in the late 1990’s, this was partly due to the films shown not meeting the demand of the local
population. In addition, there is a perception that there is only limited interest in classical music and art /
sculpture galleries. However, there is strong community participation in popular singing, dancing and musicmaking. More use could be made of the bandstand in Queen Elizabeth 11 Square, given to identifying the
correct procedure and improved use of William de Ferrers School facilities.
Generally, there is a desire to provide evening entertainment to help establish a pleasant evening economy
and environment
Proposals:
Establish an arts and entertainment action group to generate activity / engage people and overcome
apathy such as the use of imaginative and surprising street theatre.
Create an atmosphere in existing pubs and clubs that welcomes young and old, provides evening
attractions, is fun and safe, offers increased diversity in the evening, that is self-policing.
Seasonal funfair in Market Square.
Define role of SWF arts development officer in bringing town businesses together to promote and
support arts events.
Seize the unique opportunity for widening the use of William de Ferrers School to provide cultural
facilities, identified by residents as lacking in the town.
CBC to organise carefully selected arts/touring companies, attract big names; Cinema Club in Dame
Elizabeth Hall once a week; permanent art gallery.
Programme of carefully chosen arts and entertainments in the school hall and open spaces to generate a
market and enthusiasm for Culture by the Crouch.
Attract touring film company, or regular film nights.
Attract successful restaurant and arts linked uses to the area
Events: e.g. open market, farmers markets, music, roundabout in square, town carnival
Promote more use of the bandstand.
Introduce events, dancing, street theatre, music, live bands particularly on bank holidays. Consider
location – should it be moved?
Develop procedure for use of bandstand.
Community festival. 2 / 3 week festival and exhibition celebrating the town and everything it has to offer,
bringing together of the wide variety of organisations, clubs and societies. With successful publicity this
would help the community life of the town and put it firmly in the public eye.
Introduce a local studies centre/museum. This would be a place where memory can be instilled and help
towards the creation of a sense of pride of what South Woodham Ferrers is, where it has come from,
and a place to celebrate its achievements. The centre could adopt a specialism relating to the past of the
town e.g. Utopian settlements and new towns, community experiments and self-help schemes. It would
be an educational resource with close connections to local studies requirements of the local schools. It
would include a gallery and exhibition space.
Potential partners: SWFTC, CBC arts development, William de Ferrers school, Business Association,
venues, pubs, community groups and individuals, Asda
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Topic Paper: Marsh Farm and Riverside

The ecological significance of the country park
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The country park is a good example of Essex grazing marshes with rare plants and many species of
birds, including wildfowl and waders.
The country park contains several natural habitats identified in Essex Biodiversity Action Plan
(BAP); coastal grazing marsh and reed beds.
Brown hare, bats, water vole, skylark, song thrush and the great crested newt are Essex Biodiversity
Action Plan species
The pools on Marsh Farm are the finest example of a medieval saltern in Essex, designated a
Scheduled Monument, and the Country Park is known to contain a variety of important
archaeological deposits.
Much of the grazing marshes of Marsh Farm Country Park are a Special Protection Area and a
Ramsar site which are internationally important for waterfowl and other species.
The inter-tidal habitat (i.e. areas between low and high water) is part of the Essex Estuaries Special
Area of Conservation (the marine park equivalent of a National Park).
It is a Site of Special Scientific Interest due to its expanse of salt marsh and grazing marsh habitats, its
geological formation and floral species.
These designations show the significance for the habitat and wildlife of this area.

Marsh Farm Country Park bounds the town on three sides and contains some important existing visitor
attractions and has potential for improving its attractiveness as a recreational destination.
Marsh Farm Country Park is the title given to the entire area under the management of Essex County
Council. It contains the Marsh Farm visitor attraction and car park. The singular term ‘country park’ means
the wider countryside area containing agricultural land, public footpaths and extensive coast not including the
paid visitor attraction.
The formal attractions are Marsh Farm visitor centre and farm trail run by Essex County Council, the yacht
club, boat moorings and launch point and main starting point for the sea wall. With enhanced access and car
parks, potential attractions around the riverside are possible.
Essex County Council also manages the wider country park green spaces outside of the farm attraction.
The farm trail is the ‘pay to enter’ tourist attraction. The visitor centre, shop, tearooms and toilets, are
available for local residents to use free of charge when the farm is open to the public. The public can take
advantage of the reduced entry fees on term time weekdays after 3.00pm and can also take advantage of a
Marsh Farm Card where visits are unlimited for a reasonably priced annual fee.
Each junior school is offered a visit for up to 60 children free of charge on Woodham Schools’ Day each year.
Local school children have also recently been offered the opportunity (one class per school) to take part in a
free project called Plant to Plate where they grown vegetables from seed, follow their progress and then
harvest and cook them at the farm.
The need for clarification for the public about the differences between the farm attraction and the wider
country park is recognised, along with raising awareness of the facilities available, which could be achieved
through a management plan that is available and comprehensible to the public.
Walking and transport links to the visitor attraction are important, and there is potential for fuller use of the
riverside car park and improved access to the wider country park and sea wall. This could include an
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environmentally friendly development of the waterfront to provide leisure facilities for the people of the town
and tourists.
Nature conservation is also key, for salt marsh regeneration, achieving an optimum condition nature reserve
as set by Natural England, protection from the threat of rising sea levels and coastal change.
It is recognised that Essex County Council are often subjected to budget and staffing cuts, affecting the
resources available for Marsh Farm Country Park.
At present there is just one full time Country Park Ranger (operated by two people) undertaking
management, interpretation, guided activities and environmental education.
The country park is managed primarily for the grazing of Brent Geese, but also for its grassland, flora and
fauna, reed bed and water management, informal recreation, the protection of historical features, as well as
meeting the requirements of the various designations. In order to graze animals to maintain this important
Essex coastal habitat and to help maintain its landscape character, the animals need to be fenced in fields and
paddocks.
Proposals:
Encourage the yacht club to open its facilities to the public, for refreshments etc.
Exploit opportunities for partnership working with local organisations to help revitalise Marsh Farm
Country Park.
Partnership working to ensure that information is shared and objectives are understood, and to bring
about projects to enhance biodiversity of the site, to conserve priority species of Essex BAP, and to
conserve the historic environment.
Improve publicity to clarify the difference between the (free) country park and the (paid) farm trail visitor
attraction, and its free facilities (visitors shop, tearoom and toilets).
Improve interpretation and signage around Marsh Farm Country Park to enable improved understanding
for users.
Encourage the establishment of a centre to educate visitors about the natural and historic environment,
including the salt marsh and wildlife, and encourage farming practices that are sensitive to the character
of the countryside.
Promote an occasional attraction of a connection across the River Crouch to Hullbridge such as using an
all terrain/amphibious vehicle, a horse and cart or tractor rides, or boat. Engage the people of Hullbridge
to support such an event.
Designate Frankland Fields and The Washlands as Local Nature Reserves. Include adjoining ECC land in
the LNR proposal.
Maintain water levels and the quality of the rivers to enhance biodiversity in accordance with the
management plan.
Promote use of sustainable urban drainage systems (SUDS).
Maintain and improve fencing of animal grazing areas.
Potential partners: Marsh Farm, Yacht Club, SWFTC, ECC, local groups, nature and conservation groups
including Essex Biodiversity Partnership, Essex Wildlife Trust and the Environment Agency
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